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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem set up here is the solution, by finite difference methods, of wave
propagation in compressible media in two space dimensions, with either rectan-
gular or cylindrical geometry. Lagrangian grid representation is used. For this
system the motion of the medium is described with reference to a mesh attached
to the material. This results in a limitation of the method, and serious difficulties
arise when physical situations involve severe distortions of the original mesh.
The program can be used with either a fluid or elastic-perfectly plastic solid.
Either the polynomial or the Tillotson (1) equation of state can be used for describ-
ing the hydrodynamic component of the stress. Other equations of state may be
incorporated, as well as equations of state to describe the behavior of other
media (for example, the explosives).
Several two-dimensional time-dependent Lagrangian codes have been developed,
R (27 HEMP, t3)'" ( RAVE Isuch as TENSO , PIPE, 4) and . The method outlined here(5)
follows that formulated earlier by Wilkins (HEMP) (3) and Herrmann (RAVE I)! 5)
In order to make the present report self-contained the equations of motion are
given in the following section, Section II, and the finite difference derivations
are given fully in Section HI. (Additional equations for material rotation are given
in Appendix A.) The program itself is described in Section IV, and example prob-
lems with printed and plotted outputs are also given there. Finally, flow charts
for the program are given in Appendix B and complete listings of the Fortran
source decks are presented in Appendix C.
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II. EQUATIONSOF MOTION
The governing equations of motion intheir Lagrangian form are as follows.
A. CONSERVATION OF MASS
+ p (6xx + JY + 6zz)= 0
where p is the medium density, eijthe strain, and the dot indicates a time
derivative.With the present nomenclature x, y, z can eitherbe rectangular
coordinates or cylindricalcoordinate systems. For the axial symmetric problem
the cylindricalcoordinate system isused, inwhich case x denotes the radial
coordinate, and z the axialcoordinate.
The strainrates are defined as
6iJ = 2 \_xJ + axe/













Here a is a coefficient which takes on a value unity for motion in the x-z plane
and 2 for axially symmetric motion.
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Be CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM
x btxx _txz (_- 1)txx-tYY
_a = _"_+--_" + " x
paz btxz _tzz txz
= + +
where ai is the acceleration in direction i, and tij are the stress components.
C. CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
The rate of change of internalenergy/unit mass _, is given by
where
1 _ +tYY+tZZ)p = -_ ,txx
pd_
dtij =tij+p
__2drr d+rr + 2dtr z d6rz + 2dtzz d+zz + drr d6zz + dtzz d_rr
d+ij= 6ij+ + _P 5ijP
I_ for i = j5iJ = f i / j
so that
dtxx + dtYY+ dtzz = 0
d.zzddxx+ d6yy+ e =0
Since during a given time step an element of the body rotates it is necessary to
correct the stress so as to refer to the fixed coordinate system (see AppendixA).
The objective stress rates are defined by
4
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_xx _xx ' txz
= _ 2wxz





1 (_uX _ _)Wxz=_ \_z
The above together with an equation of state are the required equations for solu-
tion of wave propagation problems. With given initial and boundary conditions
specific problems can be solved within the limit of the Lagrangian code described.
5/6
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III. FINITE-DIFFERENCEQUATIONS
A. CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM




of the partial derivatives X
F(_. r) d_
_ : um rs
_x A-" O A
_s F (_. E) d_lira
bz A-. O A
where s is the boundary of area A, g an arc length, n the normal vector and-t the
tangent vector to the arc all lying in xz plane. These are related to the unit vectors
_, j, k along the axes x, y, z respectively by the relations
= -_ bX bZ
_ + _--bs
7




= j x _+F¢
_. _z _ 5x
= _ _.-_ - _
On substitution we find that
A _z ds
_¢ _ lim _s _'s
_x A-, 0 A
and
_X
5_b = lim -_s _'_ds
_z A _ 0 A
Returning to the equations of motion
I _t xx lim _ xx bzt _'_ ds






Applying these to quadrilateral ABCD,
(18txx_=-I"_--)0-_0 [(txx)I(ZD-ZA)+(tzz)2(ZA-ZB)+(txx)3(ZB'Zc)+(txx)4(Zc-ZD )
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The term (pA) appearing in these equations is required at 0, where p and A
are quantities averaged over the meshes 1, 2, 3 and 4. This term is well repre-
sented by the expression
(Ap) ° = AI101 + AI202 +AI3O 3 + AI4P 4
where AI1 is the area of triangle AOD, AI2 of AOB, AI3 of BOC, and AI4 of COD.
The last term on the right of the momentum equation is written
I txx'px tYY).o = 14 [ [(tXX)l-PlRil (tyy)I, ] + [(t_¢)2-P2RI2 (tyy)2 ]
{ (tXX)3 - (tYY)3]
P3 RI3
+
[(txx)4 - (tYY)4 ]
where
-- 1
_I = ( x 0 + x D + x A)
_2 =l(x ° + XA + XB)
_13 = -_- (Xo + XB + Xc)
1
_I4 = 3- (Xo + Xc + XD)
Similarly for the second momentum equation
)
+ (t_)3 (z B - zc) + (txz)4 (Zc - z D) t
J
1 I (tzz)l(xD - xA) + (tzz)2(xA - xB)
=r o[ l
+ (tzz)3(XB - XC) + (tzz)4(Xc - XD) I
l
9
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and
< tzz_.___ = 1 { (tXZ)l (txz) 3 (txz) 3 + (txz) 4
Substituting these finite difference quantities in the momentum equation enables
X Z
us to evaluate the accelerations a and a :
(aX)_ n n n n n n n n
_n01+Ahoy.+ Ai303+A}404
+
n (t:xz) 2 (x_- XB)+ - n nXA)+ n (txz)_ (4 x._)+ (t:_)_ (x C -XD)
n n n n n n n n
(az)n
xxn yyn
I(t - o:YY> I[(t=);-
+ .... + +
n --n n -n n -n
01 xi1 02 xi2 0 3 xi3
+
[(txx>_ - (tYY>4 ]
n-n
04 xi4
n n (t_)_ (z n+ (t=)2 (ZA - ZB) + B
n an n n
- zc) + (t )4(Zc-ZD )
+
A_I n n n A_3 n A_4 nO1 +/_202+ 03 + P4
.zz.n .zz.n n _ 4) + (t )3 (XB " Xc) + (t )4 (Xc - XD)(t)1 (4-x_) +(t )9.(xA .zz,n n n .zz,n n n
n n n n n
(txz)_ (t=)_ (t=> 3 (txz)_
+ + +
n --n n --n n --n n --n
01 xi1 02 xi2 03 xi3 04 xi4
10
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The areas in these equations are given by
zo/
A_4 = 2 C -x D "z -
/ZD " rZo/ /X_ -- X_/I
xo/
(x;x;>l
Knowing the accelerations, the velocities and the coordinates of the vertices at
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Knowing the positions of the vertices for the quadrilaterals at time (n+l) the den-




Aln3+l= 2[ _xB-II[ n+l x.n+l)(zn+Ic _zon+l )_ (zBn+l_ z:+l) (xc+l _ xn+l)}
n+lzF )-
_n+l 1 ( ;+1 n+l n+l)I3 =3" x +x C +x
M 3
_n+l 1/xn+l n+l n+l)03 = 3\ C + XB +XF
is given by
{_ -o o_-1
since mass is conserved within each zone.
Using the evaluated density
n+l n
n+l/2 _ 2 P3 - P3
3 _tn+I/2 P3+I + O;
and
n+l n
= 4 n+l L n
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C. ENERGY EQUATION
This energy equation in finite difference form becomes
r3 - e3 P3 + p + + _3
Aqt 3 = _ +
_d_3 = bd_3 + bd q_3
and
_tn+l/2 ) { I_txxl _+1= o/ n+l n\ +P3 _73 + 73
_tn+l/2
O( n+l n)P3 73 + 73
13
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where
(txx)% +l.(pn+l + qn+l/2)+(d txx)n+l + (dqXX) n+l/2
(tyy)n+l _3(pn+l +qn+l/2)_ (txx) n+l " (tzz) n+l
q being an artificial viscosity to be introduced later.
Using the definition derived earlier for partial derivative, namely
_s x _z
= lira u _ ds
_x A-O A





The require_d partial derivatives for
2 2




[/UX)B +1/2 + ( xln+l/2]u F [z. n+lB. + ZBn z-n+lF -znF]
2 2
[( X)F+l/2u + (uX)c+l/2] [ zn+lF + ZFn - z_+l'z_]. .
2 2
14
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_) - zc + c-zB+
i..o n+,nil+ zn-z -zO F F
and
(_uX_n+ 1/2




lufin+,..+,n]Z) B XF XFLxO +x O - -
(uZ)F+I/2] [ _+1 n n+l n]z +Zc-Z B - z B
_Jc ',2 zV_+'/_][ n+, n n+l nil
" - Itu)B J [Z O +Z O- Z F -ZF
1 I[l=\n+ll2" "n+ll2]rn+i n_x_+l ]
,.(,,;+,+._)l[tujo -(uX), [Xc+Xc -
I/l 7 \n+I/2 n+l n
- _ tux)B 1 + x__x F -XF
Substituting in the expression for the deviatoric strain rate and spin
1
z n . zn+l n l
+ C B "ZB J
uX)_+i/2 [,o+,
+z O- z F -ZF]/ +3_
15
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_ ,n+I/2 +
IdeZZl_+ll2 - n+ll n {[(uZ)o +112 - (uz)F +1121l n+l+n' lXc Xc- xBn+l _ XBIn
2(A 3 +A 3)
[(uZ)c+ i/2_ (uZ)B+I/2] [xn+l +x O
, ip,o-,_n+l n




[ ] nl_ <e_%+,j..-(uX)_+l/_iXo+_+xo x_+__x
- -'u'_ lt'c +Zc-"_ -_
+
z O + zO - z F - z
and
. xz_n+l/2
(w J3 = n+ll n {[(uX)o+I/2_{uX)_+I/2][[ xcn+l
4{A 3 +A 3)
-
x n XB+I - x
+ C
+
(uX)c+I/2 (ux)B+I/2 ' [ n+l n n+l n ]
- IX O + x 0- x F - xF
[ ,[{uZ)c+I/2 {uZ)_I/21[zo+l n n+l n+ zO- zF - zF
16
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D. ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY AND STABILITY CONDITION
Numerical calculations which include the effect of a moving boundary, such as a
shock wave, become complicated because shocks move relative to the grid system.
Furthermore, the motion of the discontinuity is not known in advance but is gov-
erned by the differential equations and the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. As a
result, the treatment of shocks requires lengthy calculations at each step in
time.
A scheme which overcomes this deficiency calls for the inclusion of an artificial
viscosity in the calculations. (6) This smears out the shock so that the discontinuity
varies rapidly but continuously (typically about three grids). Shocks are readily
recognized in the numerical results as near discontinuities which move through
the media at nearly the correct speed and across which the pressure, density,
etc. have nearly the correct values, provided the thickness of the shock layer is
small in comparison with other physically relevant dimensions of the system.
The inclusion of the artificial viscosity term does require a shorter time step
for stability; however, this is not serious provided the artificial viscosity is only
sufficient to produce a shock thickness comparable with the grid size.
The artificial viscosity used in the present calculations are composed of two
terms. Following von Neumann and Richtmyer t6J'" the first term is a bulk viscosity
coefficient dependent on the dilatation so that stresses are negligible in areas of
moderate gradient. The second term is to provide damping in the sonic range,
giving a composite term
qn+1/23 1 o / n+l n C 2











where C 1 _-2.0 and C2 _0. i.
Viscous stress deviator, analogous to the viscous pressure, may also be intro-
duced. The following are listed within the program.
n':j23
, C30 /n+:
= _ _3 n)n(¢+_73 C3 + A 32 /
/d \n+l/2
÷_ q"?3 }
/d _n+I/2 l o(n+l C_ 2 /
(_){d n+i/2 : 1 n ) (A3+l+A_)l/21d xz)3
n n +I/2
C30_ \W3 +I+ r/3 C3 2\q /3 2
In the above equations CI, C2, C 3 are constants and the velocity of sound to be
n is approximated byused, C3,
n : ao o
ao, bo, c being constants.
The stability criterion used for the two-dimensional case is
_tn+3/2 _ K6 minimum over j
18
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for IS/pl > o, otherwise
n
C 3
where 5 is the area of zone 3 divided by the longest diagonal, K an artificial
stability criterion.
If the calculated time step
At n+3/2 > (1.1)At n+l/2
then
Atn+3/2 = (1.1)At n+l/2
is used as the time step.
E. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
At the boundaries the equations of motion must allow for either a free or fixed
surface. Along fixed surfaces the material may slide, but it may not move normal
to the wall. To calculate the accelerations along the wall, phantom zones are
considered to exist on the opposite side of the fixed surface, for which the stresses
txx, tyy, tzz, density p, radius _, are equal, while the shear stress reflects
antisym metrically.
Consider the motion of point O along the fixed boundary on the z-axis. The co-
ordinate position of point B is given by
xB=2x O-x D, z B=z D
Similarly for a fixed boundary along the x-axis coordinates of C are
x c=x A z c=2z O-z A •
Phantom zones on the opposing side of a free surface are given zero stresses
and density.
19
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Exactly the same scheme can be used for corner zones, with fixed-fixed, free-
fixed, or free-free boundary without any ambiguity. As an example, consider the

































z B = zD












(t) 4 (x C - x_)
+
n n n n
AI4 04 AI4 04
Interfaces between materials require no special treatment, unless the materials
are allowed to slide relative to each other. This case is treated below.
20
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F. SLIDING INTERFAC E
The problem of interest in the present study involves the pulse propagating in a
plate on impact by a gaseous debris. It is important in this case to allow the two
materials to slide relative to one another, otherwise the gaseous interface zones
become excessively distorted in a very short time. We follow the approach
initiated by Wilkins (3," 7) which considers a simple decoupling of the grid points
at the interface. The upper material interface is considered as a fixed boundary
for a given time step At. Duringthis time the equations of motion for the sliding
material are the same as those given for motion along a fixed boundary. The fixed
boundary is then advanced in time using the force field of the sliding boundary next
to it. The new position of the fixed boundary provides a new boundary for the
sliding material.
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In the diagram above, the acceleration of A along the fixed boundary ab is
[ n n n Zol]a n = n n n(a _A (Pl+q;-1/2)(Zo ZH)+(P2+q;-1/2)( zE
Pl (A;+ A;)+ P2 (A;+ A9) cos _ab
(p n-1/2,/ n n\ n Xo)]
;+ ql )(Xo- XH)+ (P2+ q;-1/2)(XE- sin
- n/. n . n \ n 0ab




zb - z a
\f(x )2 n_n +(z;zb - Xa
n n
x b - x a
- n _co_0__V(_;-x_)_(z_z_?
The velocities and position of A after a time increment (A moves to *A) for the
above restrictions are given by:
= 1 (Atn+l/2(uX)n_/_(uX)o-_/_'+_
z,n+l/2 = (uZ)o-1/2 + i (Atn+l/2u )*A
n+l n Atn+l/2 x)nA1/2X,A = xA + (u
n+l n Atn+l/2 nA1/2Z,A : zA + (uz)
n
+ Atn-1/2)(a ab cos 0ab) A
n
+ Atn-1/2)(a ab sin Oab)A
Here the velocities at point A at time (n-l/2) are assumed to be the same as the
velocities of point O. Also the point *A may pass to another line segment.
22
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The slope of line O*A is given by
n+l n+l
Z,A - z O
n+l n+l = (tan 00,A )n+l = (tan 0OA )n+l
X,A - x O
To advance in time points on the slide line.
The motion of points a, b, etc. are calculated assuming that the grid points are
accelerated by the forces from below as well as above the interface. Forces
from below the interface are calculated by the scheme given below.
Z
__--i._"---.




Given the points 1, 2, x S, etc.
-n _ n n n XA)x I = (x 0 + xD + x H +
-n 1 n n n n
z 1 =_(z O+z D+z H+z A)
"x2 =_[(xO+ +x E+x
-n 1 n n n n
z2 :_(z O+z A + zE +z B)
where
23
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-n 1 n + Xb + x n nxs = _ (xa g + xh)
-n 1 n n n n
= +Zb+Z +z h)Zs _ (Za g
and the slope m 2 of the line through X S perpendicular to ab, i.e.
m 2 = - cot 0ab
n n
x b - xa
n n
z b - za
which bisects the line 12 at d. In order to calculate the coordinates of point d,
it is necessary to find between which points d lies.
For each point, i.e. 1, 2, etc., calculate
1 1
x 2 - xS= (x 2- Xo) cos 8ab- (z 2 - Zs) sin 8ab
1Test consecutive values of (x - x S) until a change in sign is found. The points 1
and 2 between which d lies will then have been located. Coordinates of point d
can now be calculated.
-n -n -n -n )n m12x2 - m2Xs + Zs - z2
xfl= m12 - m 2
n
zd =
[-n m12(_ _n)] -nm2 z 2 - _ _ ml2Zs
m 2 - m12
-n -t-i
z 1 - z 2
m12 - -n -n
x 1 - X2
I = -n --nIf Im12 <10 -4 and m 2 >104 , xd xSandz d= z2 .
24
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The stresses at d are calculated as follows:
n n-1/2 (Pl + q_'l/2)ld-X21 + (P_+ q_-l/2)ld- Xl I
Pd + qd =
X 1 - X 2
where
[d-X2[ = _(x_-_ + (z S- _)2
Id- Xll = _Xd - X-l)2 + (z_ - z_) 2
ixI _x21= _. + -n _ -n 9.
Similarly the stresses at e are found by following the same steps.
The accelerations at point b are calculated parallel and perpendicular to ap in
the following manner:
n " "='°'°(r)n=- (_X¢(zp'Zg)+it /s_Zg-Z_-{Pd
n n n n
AItP t + AIs0 s
(txz%nlxn xn_ + (txz)n(xn Xn)
"t" p" g" " -s- g" a




+(_ jOt xIt + "-_ --n-Ps XIs
25




n n n n
AitO t + AIsP s
,.zz,n, n n. ,,zz, n, n n.. n n-l/2., n n, , n n-l/2., n n,
+(t )t(Xp°Xgj+tt )stXg-XaJ_(pd+qd )(Xa_Xb)_(pe+qe )(Xb_X_
n n n n






n -n n -n
0t x t 0 s x s
where
-n 1 n nx t = -_ (x b + Xp + x
-n 1 n nxs = _ (xa + xb + x
The accelerations of b parallel and perpendicular to ap are given by
(R)b= (r) n (cos Sap)n + (g)n (sin 8ap)n parallel to ap
Mt n n










_, , - .
V(z;-zy+(¢-4
26
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Using the values calculated above for the accelerations, the velocities and position
of point b at a later time are:
1 (btn+l/2(uz)b +1/2 = (uz)b "1/2 +
xbn+l =xbn + btn+l/2 (X)b+l/2
n+l n btn+l/2 (uZ)n+l/2Zb = Zb + b
+ btn'l/2)[(R>b(cos 0ap)n- (G)b(sin0a_n }
+ btn'l/2)[(R)b (sin0ap)n + (G)b (cos 0ap)nI
At time (n+l) it is necessary to search for points between which A lies and the
coordinates of point A , as well as the densities and areas in zones 1, 2, etc.,
and 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc. We begin with the knowledge of the coordinates of 0
and the slope of the line OA (see diagram below)
Z
j+2
____._--_ __ A b H
ZON£ 2 ZONF I
=X
For each point a, b, p, etc. we calculate
(tanOOA )n+l - (tan0Ot_n+l
(tan
= n+l (tan8AOb)n+1 1 + (tan 8OA) 8Ob ,n+l_
27




00-n+l_ Zb - zO(tan = n+l n+l
x b - x O
with the following limitations.
1
(i) ifltan 0OA I >104 tan 0AO b=tan 0Ob
1
(ii) ifltan 0Ob I > 104 tan _AOb = -tan OOA
(iii) ifttan 0OA} > 104 andltan 0Ob t >10 4, tan 0AO b
=0
Test for tan 0AO p etc., i.e. consecutive points along the slide line, until a
change of sign is found. The points where this will occur are the points between
which A lies, i.e. a and b in the diagram.
The coordinates of A may now be found
r 1
n+l/zn lL .... n+ln+ln+ln+l,j-z O +(tan _OA) x O - Oab) x a
- 0 n+l
XA [(tan 0OA)n+l _ (tan ab) I
^ ,n+lF n+l .... n+l, n+l n+1,7 ^ ,n+l n+l
n+l (tanVOAJ LZa -(tanVab) (Xa -Xo )J-(tanVab) Zo
= 0 n+l
ZA [(tan0oA)n+l_(tan ab ) ]
n+l n+l
e ,n+l Zb - Za(tan ab ) = n+l n+l
x b - x a
Similarly for point H.
We can now calculate the areas enclosed by AODHb
1 i, n+l n+l,, n+l n+l, , n+l n+l,, n+l n+l,_
An+l5 =2 _xD -Xo )_'zH -Zo )-_ZD -Zo )(XH -Xo ) J
28
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An+l= ½ f, n+l n+l,, n+l n+l, , n+l n+l,, n+l n+l,6 ltXH -Xo )tZb -Zo )'tZH -Zo )txb "Xo j}
A7+l 1 #, n+l n+l,, n+l n+l, , n+l n+l,, n+l n+ld
=_ i_xb -x0 )tzA -z0 )-tz b -z0 )_xA -x0 )J
The density of zone 1 is given by
n+l M1
Pl = .n+l ,-n+l,a-1 _n+l,-n+1,cz-1 _n+l,-n+l,a-I
A 5 tx 5 ) +,°,b tx b ) +A 7 _x7 )
where
-n+l 1 , n+l n+l xHn+l)x 5 = _ txO + x D +
-n+l 1 , n+l n+l n+l.
x 6 = _j tx O + x H + x b )
-n+l 1 , n+l n+l n+l,
= x A )x7 tXo + xb +
Coordinates at the center of the zone are taken to be
-n+ 1 1 , n+ 1 n+ 1 n+ 1 n+ 1.
xI =_ txO +x D +x H +x A )
-n+l 1 , n+l n+l n+l n+l,
z 1 =_[ tz O +z D +z H +z A )
(Although these are not, in general, the center of the zone they are adequate to
the current approximation.)
Similarly, the areas and densities in zone OAaEB, etc. are obtained.
G. EQUATION OF STATE
(I) Polynomial
The hydrodynamic pressure is assumed to be given by the relation
p = fl(p) + f2(p) 8
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which in finite difference form is
n+l fln+l f2n+l _n+lp = +
Substituting in the energy equation





e n + 1/2 (f I + pn) _ + _qe +
P




On evaluating e n+l the pressure p can be calculated.
(2) Tillotson
In this equation of state the hydrodynamic pressure is given by
p= a+ p_+ A_+ B
1 + g/_o_?2
for
77 > 1 for all _> o (RegionII)
and
> _s for all e< e's (RegionIII)
and in Region IV





for _ < gs
and
_s>_
for all e > o
3O
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In the above equations
/_= n- 1
Two methods of solving for the pressure and energy are outlined below.
In Regions II and m, i.e. for
.+1 3"_73 > 1 and _ +1 > o
and
n÷l73 > _s for all _ +1 <_, S
the equation of state can be written
P3 bl + b3e:+l+ 1 + b4
where
n+l o
b 1 = a 73 P3
n+l o




b4 = A(v}: +1- 1)+ B('rt:+I - 1)2
Combining with the energy equation
n+l _:+IP3 = al + a2
where
2
al = (_:)/p2): +1
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_2 (n od)na2 - n+l e3 + A + _3 - P3(Ap/p2)3 q _3
we obtain
n+l -K2 + /VK22 - 4KIK3
_3 = 2K 1
where
K 1 = b3 (a 1 - bl)
K 2 = (a l-b I) +b 3 (a 2 -b4) -b 2
K 3 = a2 -b 4
In Region IV i.e. where
and
_s < 7?3n+l < 1 for e: +1 <_' S
r/s> r}?+1 for all e: +I > o
the equation of state can be written
n+l
C 2 e 3
n+l :+1P3 = bl g +




c I = _ .
_3
2
c 2 = b_: +I P_ e-ecl
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Combining with the energy equation
n+l 83n+1P3 = al + a2
we obtain
7




K4 = b 3 (a I - bl)
K s = (a 1-bl)+b 3 (a 2-c 3)-c 2
K 6 = a2 - c 3
Alternatively an iterative procedure may be used
n+l = 8n + (pn + qn-1/2) A____
P
-n+l n+l n+l)p = p(e , P
where p(_, p) are the equations of state given previously, and _n+l , _n+l are
the first approximations to the pressure and energy respectively at time (n+l).
The values assumed at time (n+l) are taken to be
8n+1 = _n+l + 1/2 (_n+l + pn)
P
n+l p(,_n+l n+l)P = , 0
(3) Elastic-Perfectly Plastic
The equations relating stress deviations to the deviatoric strain rate written in
finite difference form leads to an implicit set of equations
[dtx x n+l )n I n+l'e ) " (dt_e = Atn+l/2(wxz)n+l/2 (dtxz)e
n+l/2
= 2 At n+l/2 Gn+l/2 (d_xx)
+td z)n}
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(detYy;+l -( dtyye )n = 2 Atn+I/2 Gn+I/2 (d_ yy)n+i/2
n+I/2
2 Atn+1/2 G n+1/2 (d_ zz)
n+l
") xz)n+ i/2 Atn+i/2(wxz)n+i/2 IIdtxxln+l + (dtxx)ne
-IedtZZ; +! -!edtzzln}= 2Btn+i/2Gn+I/2 (d_ xz) n+I/2
Ifwe choose the time increment
Atn+I/2 (Wxz) n+1/2 ]
bt n+l/2 sufficiently small so that
<< 1
i.e. the rotation from t n to t n+l is small, then these equations may be expressed
in a relatively simple explicit form. The rotation in time bt n+l/2 is
A_ = Atn+I/2 wxz
n+I/2
and the stress deviators at t n+l given approximately by
dtXXe =(etd xx) +n 2Atn+l/2 Gn+l/2 (d_xx)n+l/2
+ Atn+l/2 Gn+l/2 (d_xz) n+1/2 /
t
+ 2ADl(dtxz)n'e
dtYY=e (dtYY)n+ 2Atn+l/2Gn+I/2 (djy)n+l/2
dtzz=( dtzz)n 2btn+l/2Gn+l/2 (d.zz\ n+l/2
e e + \ e /
+ _tn+l/2Gn+l/2 (d_xz) n+1/2}
n
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= (e t /d'xz_n Gn+1/2 (d_xz) n+1/2 A_[ d "xx_ndtxz (et ] +2At n+1/2
Atn+l/2Gn+l/2 (d_xx) n+1/2 (dtzz)n _tn+I/2Gn+U2(%_.'.)n+U2/
+ "_e " "
These equations are valid only if the material remains elastic, and
(dtxx)n+l = dtxx
e






If the material becomes plastic, i.e.
/>2 2: (eCltxx)2+(edtYy)2+(dtzz)2+ 2(edtXz)2 3 Yo
or
- lid d  (dt'zl+(dtZ' 2+Id,xz) l"II : 2 e t )+(e t /,e ,e / e >3 YO
then
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(  xz)n*1 Yo
I1
The total stresses are given by
n+l _(pn+l n+l/2 (dtxx)n+Z (dxx) n+l/2(t xx) : +q ) + +
n+l _ (pn+l+qn+l/2) + (dtyy)n+l (dqyy) n+l/2(t yy) = +
n+l _ (pn+l +qn+l/2) + (dtzz)n+l (dzz) n+l/2(t zz) = +
and
n+l (dtxz)n+l(txz) = + (_xz)n+l/2
where p is obtained from the hydrodynamic equation of state and the q's by the
expressions for artificial viscosity.
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The available computer configuration greatly influenced the form the program
took. The program was set up to run on an IBM 7040/44 computer with 32 K of
core storage and eight tape drives on a single channel. The system monitor pro-
gram, input, output, plotter results, and the chain feature of the loader reduce
the available scratch tapes to three. One of these tapes is used to give the pro-
gram a re-start capability.
An IBM 1401 computer prepares the input tapes and processes both the printed
and plotted results. A CalComp Model 565 plotter is driven on-line by the IBM
1401 computer.
The two remaining scratch tapes were not used to provide auxiliary storage, since
the reading and writing of data from core to tape and back again would make com-
putation time excessive with the single-channelcomputer configuration.
The factthatalldata must remain inthe core at alltimes puts a severe limitation
on the number of zones intowhich a problem may be divided. At present the pro-
gram willaccept up to a totalof 600 zones, which may be spread over fiveplates.
B. MESH NUMBERING SCHEME
In order to promote a better understanding of the code itself, term definitions
and the mesh numbering system will be explained. Figure 1 should be referred
to during the following discussion.
TERM DEFINITION
plate an integralpiece of material (forexample,
the target)
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10 11 12 13 14"_-_
"_ 14 15 16 17 9 PLATE 2
.__ (target)
10 11 6 7 12 13 8 l
g ;_" 58 q 3 PLATE1








Figure 1 Mesh Numbering Scheme
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a subdivision of a plate whose boundaries are
formed by the grid lines (sometimes referred
to as a mesh)
the point of intersection of two grid lines (also
referred to as a station)
The zones themselves, with alltheirmaterial properties, are numbered consec-
utivelystartingat the lower leftcorner, moving inthe directionof increasing x,
and then toward increasing z. The activezone indicatoris N. The positionand
velocity of a zone are taken as the lower-leftcorner. All other zone properties
are assumed to be at the center of the zone.
The right-hand and upper boundary mesh points are considered "special." Only
position and velocity are stored. The active special station indicator is NS.
C. PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The program is divided into a main program and three links, and uses the chain
feature of the loader. The function of each part is as follows:
a) Main program -- directs sequence in which the links are called into
core. Main program remains in core at all times.
b) Link 1 -- reads all input, and prints it for verification. Generates
problem configuration. Initializes all variables prior to start of
integration.
c) Link 2 -- integrates until time to output results or stop.
d) Link 3 -- prints and plots results, and updates restart tape on signal
from Link 2.
The program has been divided into a large number of subroutines to facilitate
program modifications and checkout (see Appendixes B and C).
In an attempt to make the code as machine-independent as possible, FORTRAN IV
was used wherever possible. As a result, there are only two machine-language
subroutines in the entire code.
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One is a modified version of the IBM-supplied floating-point trap routine. It is
used to set all underflows to zero, and to continue execution without an error
message. However, on encountering the first overflow, a location-error message
is printed, and the subroutine then transfers to a specified location in the main
program. The code should run equally well with the standard IBM-supplied floating-
point trap routine.
The other machine-language routine is a tape rewind subroutine to allow rewinding
of a tape without first writing an end-of-file mark. This routine is used to initially
rewind the plot tape (tape 2), and to rewind the chain tape (tape 0) to reduce the
amount of time to load Link 2 after outputting results in Link 3.
All the plotting subroutines are made up of calls to the standard CALCOMP-supplied
routines. However, CALCOMP does change its argument lists from time to time,
so the calling sequences may be different from those at other installations.
D. PROGRAM FEATURES AND LIMITATIONS
Summarized below are some of the features incorporated into the code, along
with some of its limitations and notes of caution.
1. Plane or cylindrically symmetric geometry may be specified.
2. Hydrodynamic or elastic--perfectly plastic media may be specified.
3. There is a choice of two equations of state:
a) Polynomial
b) Tillotson
4. Interface sliding is allowed between hydrodynamic and elastic-plastic
plates and between two hydrodynamic plates, but not between two
elastic-plastic plates.
5. If the interface between plates is not allowed to slide, then the zone
width (radial component) in each plate must be the same.
6. To save computation time, if two complete rows of zones in the target
plate are found to have no velocity, computation for this cycle is stopped,
and computation for the next cycle is started.
4O
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7. The platesare not limited to rectangular shapes. By specifyingthe angle
the boundaries make with respect to the X-axis, any quadrilateral shape
may be used.
8. The "projectile"platemay be specifiedentirelyas input.This allows
the plate to take on any shape {"free-form").
9. Any individual plate must contain a minimum of four zones. That is,
there must be two rows and two columns of zones in each plate.
At thiswriting not every combination of problem configurationshas been tried,
and some program errors may stillexist.
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E. INPUT DATA FORMAT
The input data format is listed out below; Figures 2 through 5 show samples of
the four types of load sheets used.
DEFINITION OF INPUT QUANTITIES
C_Rn 1,
- 72 CHARACTERS OF ALPHA-NUMERICS FOR PROBLEM IDEN IFICATION.

















- STAQTING TIME CYCLE,
I_ 0,0 - SUBROUTINF INTLIZ CALLED,
IF NOT 0,0 - READS TAPE 4 FOR VALUES OF COMMON A D PROCEEDS,
CARD 3,
- COEFFICIENT IN ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN DEVIATOqIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY E UATION
- COEFFICIENT IN DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY E UATION
- COEFFICIENT IN TIME INCREMENT EQUATION
- UPPER LIMIT OF STRE_, COMPRESSION IS NEGATIVE,
IF STRESS EXCEEDS THI_ VALUE, PROGRAM WILL STOP,
CA_ 4,
- TIME INCREMENT FOR PRINTOUT AND PLOT
- m_OBLEM TERMINATE TIME
- P_INT CYCLE INCREMENT.
ALLOWS PRINTOUT AND PLOT AFTER EACH PRNTC CYCLES
- _RITE TAPE INCQEMENT
UPDATES THE _ESTART TAPE AFTER EACH WRTPC CYCLES+
- STOP CYCLE,









M - NO. OF PLATES IN PROBLEM.
NBL - BOUNDARY INDICATOR - LOWER X OF FIRST PLATE,
= I - FREE SURFACE
= 2 - _IXED SUPFACE
NBU -- BOUNDARY INDICATOR - UPPER X OF LAST PLATE
IAL_ - GEOMETRY INDICATOR
= I - PLANE
= 2 - CYLIN0_ICAL
NOSLID - BOUNDARY INTERFACE INDICATOR
= 0 - THE INTERFACES ARE ALLOWE_ TO SLIDE, ONLY LAST PLATE
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IS ALLOWED TO INCLUDE STRENGTH=
= 1 - NO RELATIVE MOVEMENT ALONG INTERFACE BOUNDARIES,
MESH SIZE IN X-DIRECTION MUST BE SAME FOR ALL PLATES,
- ONE DIMENSIONAL CODE SIMULATOR INDICATOR
= 0 - NORMAL MODE - 2-D PROBLEM
= I - t-O PROBLEM
- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY INDICATOR
= 0 - EVALUATE VISCOSITY ONLY IN COMPRESSION
= I - ALWAYS EVALUATE VISCOSITY
- PLOT INDICATOR
= O OR BLANK - PLOT X VS, Z
= I - PLOT TXXI VSe X AND Z
= 2 - PLOT TYYI VS, X AND Z
= 3 - PLOT TZZ1 Vse X AND Z
= 4 - PLOT TXZI VS, X AND Z
= 5 - DRAW ALL 5 PLOTS
= 6 - SKIP PLOTS
- THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS (I VALUES) TO BE PLOTTED, MAXe OF 20,
CARD 5 to IF NCRVS = O. OMIT THIS CARD,
JCRV_(L),L=I _NCRV_
- THE COLUMN VALUES TO BE PLOTTED,
CARD 6 O, THERE ARE B CARDS TO DEFINE EACH PLATE, THERE





- NO, OF ZONES IN RADIAL (X) DIRECTION
- NO, OF ZONES IN AXIAL (Z) DIRECTION
- INDICATOR FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION - LEFT Z OF EACH PLATE
- INDICATOR FOR EQUATION-OF-STATE
= t - TILLOTSON














- INITIAL POSITION IN X-DIRECTION OF LOWER-LEFT CORNER
- WIDTH OF PLATE IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL POSITION IN Z-DIRECTION OF UPPER-LEFT CORNER
- LENGTH OF PLATE IN Z-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VELOCITY IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VELOCITY IN Z-DIRECTION
- INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY IN Z-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VALUE OF MATERIAL DENSITY
- INITIAL VALUE OF STRESS IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VALUE OF STRESS IN Y-DIRECTION

































































- INITIAL VALU_ OF SHEAR STRESS
- INITIAL VALUE OF ENERGY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF LEFT Z-BOUNDARY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF RIGHT Z-BOUNDARY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF LOWER X-BOUNDARY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF UPPER X-BOUNDARY
IF IM = O, THE PLATE WILL BE --FREE-FORM-- IN SHAPE (EX, A
DEBRIS CLOUD), ALL QUANTITIES NEEDED TO DEFINE THE
PLATE ARE INPUTTED,
ONLY ONE FREE-FORM PLATE PER PROBLEM,
CARDS 5 I, 6 2, 6 3 ARE OMITTED AND REPLACED WITH
THE FOLLOWING CARDS,
THERE WILL BE JM SETS OF CARDS, EACH SET CONSISTS
OF THREE TYPES OF CARDS, AND DEFINES A ROW,
CAQ_ ],
IMI(J) - J IS THE ROW INDICATOR, NO, OF ZONES IN ROW J, U? TO 20 ROWS
ARE ALLOWED,
CARD 2, EACH PAIR OF CARDS (ONE CARD 2 AND ONE ARD 3)
DEFINES A IONE, THEREFORE, THERE WILL B IMI PAIRS
OF CARD_,
UX(N) - N IS THE ZONE COUNTER, RADIAL VELOCITY
UZ(N) - AXIAL VELOCITY








AFTE_ ALL ZONE-DEFINING CARDS HAVE BEEN READ IN,
CARDS DEFINING THE POSITION AND VELOCIT ES OF THE
RIGHT-HAND AND INTERFACE BOUNDARY MESH -OINTS ARE
READ,
CAR_ A, EACH CARD _EFINES ONE BOUNDARY MESH POINT,
t)X_(NS) - RADIAL VELOCITY
UZq(NS) - AXIAL VELOCITY
X_(N_) - QA_IAL POSITION






































































THE FOLLOWING QUANTITIES DESCRIBE THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF EACH PLATE
FOR MEQ = I
CA_ 6 4• (6E12eB)
-- hFN_ITY
- SMALL A IN E•OoS•
- SMALL B IN E•O•S•
- BIG A IN EeOoS•
- BIG B IN E.O,S,





CARD 6 4, (6E]2•8)
- DENSITY
- COEFFICINT OF ARG**O IN F1
- COEFFICINT OF A_G_*I IN F!
- COEF_ICINT OF A_G_2 IN F|
- COEFFICINT OF ARG_3 IN F|
- COEFFICINT OF ARG_O IN F2
(G/CC)
FOR MEQ = 1
CARD 6 5, (6E12,8)
- BETA IN EeO,S.
- E SUB ZERO IN E.O,S,
- RHO SUB S IN E.O,S,
- E SUB S IN E,O.S,
(ERG/GM)
IERG/GM)
- COEFFICINT OF A_G_*I IN F2
- COEFFICINT OF ARG**2 IN F2
- COEFFICINT OF ARGO*3 IN F2
(6E12o8)
CAR_ 6 6. (6EI2eB)
- CONSTANT TERM IN SOUND SPEED EQUATION
- PRESSURE MULTIPLIER TERM IN SOUND SPEED EQUATION
- EXPONENT OF PRESSURE TE_M IN SOUND SPEED EQUATION
(CM/SEC)
(CMPS/MB)
CAR_ 6 7. (6E12,8)
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- YIELD STRENGTH







END OF INPUT QUANTITIES•
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F. PROGRAM OUTPUT
1. Printed Output
a. At the start of a new problem, the input data read in from cards is
printed out to serve as a check in case the results are not as expected.
Figure 6 is an example.
b. Figure 7 is an example of the printed output at each mesh, and is
self- explanatory.
2. Plotted Output
There are two different types of plots which may be drawn:
a. Mesh position (shape) at some instance in time
b. Stress vs position at a given time.
The stress plots are drawn for each plate on a separate graph. Figures 8 and 9
are examples of the position and stress plots.
G. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Three problems, to serve as examples, are solved and compared with analytical
solutions here. They are as follows:
1. The first is for a one-dimensional shock-tube problem. The high-pressure
and low-pressure initial conditions are as follows.
High Pressure Low Pressure
p=48 Mb p=0
p = 0.8 gm/cm 3 P = 1.2 gm/cm 3
E= 90 x 1012 ergs/gm E= 0
Both materials behave as perfect gases for which the ratio of specific
heats is 5/3.
Comparison of the analytical and computer solution for the wave at 1.0
and 1.5 _sec are given in Figure 10. It is seen that excellent agreement
is obtained.
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CO CL C3 C4 FK TPRNT-SEC TMAX-SEC SBAR'D/OSO START C PRINT C NRTP C STOP D
2.000 0.100 O. O, 0.1DO 0,20000000E°06 0.20000000E'06 "0,99999998E 19 O, O, 200. O,
NO*PLATbS X-LOW,B. X-UP,S, kLPHA SLOND,IFCE V|SD,IND,
2 1 1 2 0 O
PLATb X-STATIONS Z-STATi0NS X'LFT.B, Z-ROHT.B, E,0,S.
1 U 20 2
--_2- ...... -'t 0 19 2
PLAT_ XI-CM XL-OM
2 O. O,IO00000OE 02
PLAT6 PHiL-DEG PMIR-DED
..... _ -O_01TO1TODOt02 O,9000000CE 02
PLAT6 RHOZ-@_CC TX_Z'D/CSO
2 0,27000000E 01 O,
PLAT_ Z 15 A OEBRLS CLOUD,
MESH UX-CH/S_C UZ'CM/SEC
1 O, 0.16232680E 06
2 0.63592570E 05 0.11793SSBE 06
3 0,15490812E 06 0,52126053E 05
4 0.25979609E 06 0,59116723E 05
_" _. " 0,232q2365E 06
6 0,58597682E 05 0.11135757E 06
7 0.14591362E 06 0.$2_3_089E 06
8 0.30838989E 06 0,I0779782E 06
9 0o 0,321_9433E 06
1 1
1 1
ZX-CH ZL-CN UXZ-CM/SED UZZ-CM/SEC
0,52264996E 01 0.3OO00000E O0 O, O*
PS[L'DEG PS[U-DEG
0, 0,
TY¥Z-D/CSQ TZZZ-O/C$O TRZZ-O/CSO EZ-ERO/DN











E'ERG/G RHO-O/CC X-OH Z-OH
0,14626053E 12 0,36368684E-02 O, 0.41100000E OO
0,40497576E 11 0,70473591E-02 0,13900000E O0 0,41100000E O0
O,2981027BE 11 0°11584522E-01 0,27800000E O0 0°41100000E DO
0,3338101BE 11 0,25427544E-02 0.71499999E O0 0.41100000E O0
0,144_7737E 12 0,36168440E-02 O. 0,48049999E DO
0.41166542E 11 0,79036359E-02 0.13900000E 00" 0,48049999E 0O
0.29982896E 11 0,89543827E-02 0,27800000E O0 O°4SO49999E OO
0,36400917E 11 0,24543573E-02 0.71499999E 00 0.48049999E 00
0,14241594E 12 0o32867227E-02 O, 0,5499999BE 0O
UX [NT-CM/SEC UZ INT'CNIEEC
O. O,
10 0,56538856E 05 0.24337544E 06 O° 0.44008555E 11 0,66583531E-02 0,13900000E O0 0,5499999BE OO
_l-"0_tlI_/_147BE 06 0,1894_691E 06 D° 0,30779659E 11 0°71246836E-02 0.27800000E 00 0.54999998E 0O
12 0.3423 486100E 0,3956 308168E-02 g9E O0 0,5 O0
121 0.16085595E 06 0.28183420E 07
• 122 0,3709_282E 06 0,28374710E 07
123 0.73494311E 06 0.28841699E 07
_2*-'-OT!-E/_ll_E 07 0.29764786E 07
• 125 0.14_97778E 07 0.30090224E 07
126 0,14597778E 07 O,SUO9U224E 07
• POINT UXS-CNISEC UZS-CN/SEC
1 0,53649670E 06 0,42494797E 05
.... _--_737_787E 06 0,10104062E 06
• 3 0,60599460E 06 0.16805187E 06
4 O,9q_3110_E 06 0.24827040E 06
5 0,10253670E 07 0.44339401E 06
• 6 0,11366_9E 07 0.67_77897E 06
7 0.15167652E 07 0,11063706E 07
• 9 0,16025416E 07 0,15092859E 07
10 0,18_07950E 07 0,17616570E 07
11 0.18965692E 07 0.19380253E 07
• 12 0°19400256E 07 0,21224722E 07
13 0,1962595EE 07 0.22940918E 07
" --1_ _;17_28162E 07 0.2409619_E 07
• 15 0*17105576E 07 0,25081730E 07
16 0.17069826E 07 0.26368723E 07
17 0,17021509E 07 0,27475747E 07
• 18 0°14668726E 07 0.28153426E 07
19 O,14_S6341E 07 0.29236888E 07
" " 20 _I_97718E 07 0,3009022AE 07
• 21 O* 0,26810549E 07
22 0.16510378E 06 0.29044222E 07
23 0.3883576_E 06 0.2924587AE 07
• 2_ 0*74739373E 06 0.29581583E 07
2_ 0.11008820E 07 0.3USB4203E 07
E6 0*11008820E 07 0.30384203E 07
• 27 O.110068ZUE 07 0.30364203E 07
26 0,11008620E 07 0.30384203E 07
-" _E_TE- --R_O-E/CC EA
• I 0,27UOOOOOE O1 O,50000000E O0
RHOS ES




• 2 0,27000000E 01 O,500DOOOOE O0
.... RHO_ _S
• D,91OOOOOOE O0 0.30000000E 11
GO GZ
• 0.28630000E 12 0.SB610000E 01








0.12710000E 01 0.41100000E O0
0,12710000E 01 0,48049999S O0
0,12710000E 01 0.54999998E O0
O,18269999E 01 0,61949997E O0
O.23829999E 01 0,77849996E O0
0.23829999E 01 0.10565000E 01
O.2SE29999E 01 0.1334_000E 01
0,29389999E 01 O,18904999E 01
0,29389999E 01 0,21684999E 01
0,29389999E 01 0,24464999E 01
0.29389999E 01 0.27244999E 01
0,29389999E 01 0,30024998E O1
0,29389999E 01 0.3280499EE 01
0,29589999E 01 0,35584998E 01
0,29389999E 01 0,3836499EE 01
0*29389999E O1 0,41144997E 01













0,16300000E 01 0,75200000E 12
eND CNA




















0.23898227E-03 0,13900000E O0 0,49484996E 01
0*19923450E-03 0.27800000E O0 0.49A_A996E 01 •
0,1_266709E-03 0,71499999E O0 0,49484996E 01
0,3_736107E-04 0,12710000E 01 0,49484996E 01 ................
0,35736107E°04 0,18269999E 01 O,494EA996E 01 •




g ALPHA BETA ..... _ZL_O .....








0,27600000E lO O,12000000E 11
B ALPHA BETA EZERO
0.65000000E 12 O,50000000E 01 O,50000000E 01 O,50OOOOOOE 11
CNEXP .....
Figure 6 Example of Printed Input Data
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DEBRIS CLOUD TEST
• CYCLE TIME-SEC DELTA T-SEC
98 O._O099201E-06 g,1773691BE'08
PER CYCLE ENERGIES - INTERNAL-ERE KINETID-ERG TOTAL-ERE
0.13242272E 11 0,10597794E 12 0.19922023E
B AC_UMULAT=U ENeRgIES - V[SC,ST,-ERG PLASTIC-ERE
0,92204328E 10 0,53013678E 11
• PLATE Z X SIGHA X-D/CSQ SIGMA Y-D/CSQ SIGMA Z-D/CSG
ST, ST. X VEL,'CB/SEC Z VEL.-CN/SEC X-DH
B 1 1 1 -O.10E16871E 09 -O.10616871E 09 -0,10616871E 09
0. -0.13754007E 06 O,
B 1 2 -0,6554_364_ 08 -0,bS_4_64E 08 -0,6554_564_ 0a
0,88902756E 05 -0,49057465E 05 0.15455030E O0
• 1 S -0.90973737E 08 -0,90973737E 08 -0.90973737E 08
0,15224580E 06 -0.19056104E 05 0,30888072E O0
• I 4 -0,21970023E.08 =0,21970023E 08 -0,21970023E 08
0.26674557E 06 -0,31743041E 05 0.76795061E SO
B 1 4 0.54682711E 06 -0,35619604E 05 0.13799244E O1
"" Z 1 -g,13887767E 09 =0.13887707E 09 -0,13887767E 09
B o, 0.22125749E 06 o.
2 2 -0,89730697E 08 -0,89730697E 08 -0,89730697E 08
• 0,81543677E 05 0,16153804E 06 0.15331455E O0
12
RADIAL MOM.-G CN/SEC AXIAL ROM*'G CN/SEC
0.65656913E 05 0.14474099E 06
l•
SIGMA XZ-D/CSO Q-D/CSO RHO-E/DC ENERGY-ERG/EM •
Z-CM G X-D/CSO 0 Z-D/DE0 g XZ-D/CSg
0, 0. 0,19709845E-02 0.15773091E I2 •
0,40930738E 00 O* O* O,
0, 0. 0,41934414E-02 0,31259687E 11 •
0,41605540E DO O. O. 0.
0. O, 0.75541121E-02 0.2408_EbBE 11 •
0,41362525E O0 O, O. O,
O, O. 0,16387303E-02 0.26813244E 11 •
0,4111706_E O0 O, O, O,
0.41108781E O0 •
O, O. 0,23712154Eb02 0.'Z'I7235001 1_ --
0.52672721E OO O. 0, O. •
O, O. 0,53t33050E-02 0,33775391E 11
0,51421955E OO O. O. O, •
- 2 3 -0.77964517E 08 -0.77964517E 08 -0.77964517E 0S 0. 0. 0.6230700RE_ 0.290_N'JE99_-I "1_ _--_"
0, 454_466E 06 0°13003949E 06 0,30730387E 0O 0.50627167E 0 0, 0. O.
• 20 5 -0,12738908E 10 -0.12738908E 10 "0,12730908E
0.24105352E 07 0,45359393E 06 0.16511711E
• 20 6 -0,73986686E 09 "0.73985686E 09 -0.73985686E
0,21017092E 07 0*29467254E 06 0.21642155E
• 20 7 "0,30911336E 09 _0,30911336E 09 "0,30911336E
0.22228069E 07 0.30457271E 06 0.27550267E
• 20 7 U.38474041E 07 0.36195002E 06 0.35537726E
21 1 O. 0.26895355E 04 O.
Q 1 21 2 0.32582105E 06 0.25875733E 04 0,15247205E
21 3 0.41525090E 06 0.24867587E 04 0,31501610E
0 21 4 0.13810733E 07 0.15794278E 04 0,91693105E
21 5 0.24069640E 07 0.60488726E 03 0.16519144E
21 6 0.21074272E 07 0.47046787E 03 0.21647161E
21 7 0.22244897E 07 0.20162909E 03 0,27566153E
• 21 7 0.38474022E 07 0.67209696E 02 0.35537726E
1 1 -0.23931577E 10 -0,23463675E 10 "0,44902604E
• O, 0.26895355E 04 0.
......... _ "" 2 -0,$0778176E 10 "0.18341485E 10 "0,34585065E
B o. O.245O2587E oA 0.50OOOOOOE
I 3 -0.11574251E 10 -0*11488164E 10 -0.22245737E
m
10 0, 0.396054_8E 09 0,12059008E-03 0.14959071E'14 •
01 0,51543037E 01 O. O, O,
09 0, 0.14187053E 09 0,97899499E-04 0.12216468E 14 B
01 0*51539557E 01 O. O, O.
09 0, 0.34664475E 08 0,74359832E-04 0,73818173E 13 •
01 0,51366759E O1 O. O, O.
Ol 0,51584222E 01 B
0.52268645E 01
O0 0.52268541E 01 •!
O0 0,52268431E 01
O0 0.52267586E 01
01 0.52266461E 01 •
01 0,52266052E 01
01 0.52265731E 01 •
01 0,52265003E O1 •
10 -0,17388867E 08 0.38069416E 09 0,27095852E 01 O,31264142E 07
0,5226864_E 01 O. O, O, •
I0 -0,26265162E 08 0.33373193E 09 0,27073992E 0I 0,_015_1_'0"1_ _7
O0 0.52268306E 01 O. O, O, •
10 -0,12684503E 08 0,11909564E 09 0,27049672E 01 0.95834139E 06
• -0.45982836E 02 O.17018348E 04 0,99999755E O0 0,52267442E O1 O. 0, O, •
_ 4 -0.72166921E 09 =0,72158350E 09 "0.14135468E 10 "0.10195242E 08 0,47095798E OB 0.27032357E 01 0,_8918_3_E 66
-0.41456840E 02 0.97621053E 03 0.14999974E 01 0,52266614E 01 O. O, O.
Figure 7 Example of Printed Output at Each Mesh
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Figure 10 Example 1: Shock Tube Analysis
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The second check solution is for an aluminum plate impacting a rigid
wall at an impact velocity of 0. 1262 km/sec. An elastic-plastic consti-
tutive equation with y = 2.76 kb is used. Again good agreement is ob-
tained, as shown in Figure 11.
The third check problem involves the expansion of a spherical cavity
within a sphere subject to time-dependent internal pressure. Exact
solutions have been given by Blake. (8) Although this can be treated as a
one-dimensional problem, the computor code treats it as an axially
symmetric two-dimensional problem. Comparison of the analytical and
computer solutions shows very good agreement; see Figure 12.
While these and other problems have given satisfactory answers, it should be
emphasized that care must be exercised in using the program for other problems.
Undetected errors may still exist in the program despite efforts to eliminate all
of them. Also, other conditions may require a different choice of viscosity coef-
ficients and stability criterion.
H. PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS
The flow charts for the program are presented in Appendix B. Not all the sub-
routines comprising the 2-D Lagrangian Code have been flow charted, Those
that are very short and/or straight-forward in nature have been omitted. The
source deck listings will explain fully these routines.
Also, in those routines that involve large amounts of "book-keeping" logic, an
idealized approach has been taken in the flow charts so that the basic principles
underlying these routines is made clear.
I. FORTRAN SOURCE DECKS
Appendix C is a listing of the Fortran Source Decks. In this appendix, the block
of COMMON, DIMENSION, and EQUIVALENCE statements that is common to all
the Fortran programs and subprograms, except three, is listed only once. It is
to be remembered, though, that except for subroutines QUAD, PMU, and AX2,
it is an integral part of all other programs.
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Velocity and Stress vs Radius






0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.8 -''''_-_'
TIME (milliseconds)
b. Velocity and Displacement vs Time
Figure 12 Example 3: Wave Propagation in an Elastic
Medium Surrounding a Spherical Cavity Subjected
to a Time-Varying Internal Pressure
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Listings of Fortran Source Decks










Consider the coordinate system whose axes lie in and normal to the shaded area
above. Let x 1 x2 x 3 be the new coordinates with direction cosines aij . The
stresses in the new coordinate system are given by
lm t
tiJ = ail ajm(t )
A-1
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Appendix A
where (tlm) ' are the stresses referred to the coordinate system x i x_ x_.
Similarly
!
(t ij) = ail aim t lm
(2) Material Rotation
During a given time step an element of the body rotates which necessitates cor-
recting the stresses to refer to the fixed coordinate system XlX2X 3 . The system
x_x_x_ participates in the instantaneous rotation in the neighborhood of the con-
sidered particle P . The coordinate dx. of this particle changes at the rate1
dvi = ¢i]k" w k dx:] where w k is the vorticity vector at P and eijk is such that
¢ijk = 0 when any two indices are equal
_ijk = 1 when i, j, k are an even permutation of 1, 2, 3
(ijk = -1 when i, j, k are an odd permutation of 1, 2, 3.
At time t+dt
= dx'. - dx'.dxi I _ijk Wk dt ]
= (5ij - ¢ijk Wkdt) (ix'. 3
in which case the coefficients in the transformation are
aij = 5ij - ¢ijk Wk dt
During the same time step the improved component of stress has increased to
tiJ + _ij dt
where t ij and _ij are taken at particle P at time t.
Transforming
(tiJ} ' = alp ajq (t pq + tPq dt}
= (Sip - _ipk Wk dt}(Sjq - (jqp Wp dt}(t pq + tPq dt}
=tiJ + (_ij _tiq (qj wl_tjp (pikWk } dt
A-2
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Appendix A
to within higher-order terms in dt. The contents in brackets represent a suitable
definition of the objective stress rate tensor _ij
_ij:iiJ_tiq_ wp-t jp(qj p pik Wk
Examples:







For an axial-symmetric motion, using cylindrical coordinates (z axial and x
t XZ
_zz _zz txz= + 2W
XZ
_xz = _xz + w (t xx - tzz)
where Wxz is the spin given by
l(bu x buz_
Wxz=_ \_z _X/




Flow Charts for the TEDDY Code Subroutines are presented
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LISTINGS OF FORTRAN SOURCE DECKS
The main program and subroutines are listed in this appendix
as folloWs:
TITLE PAGE NO.
MAIN PROGRA M C- 1
LINK 1 C-11
INPUT C- 13






































NOTE: The blocks of DIMENSION, COMMON, and EQUIVALENCE
statements listed on pages C-11 and C-12 are common to
all the subroutines except QUAD, PMU, and AX2. Although
these blocks are repeated in the cards for the subroutines,



























































_******************* DECK 6A2 GMDRL ********************
2-D LAGRANGIAN -- MAIN PROGRAM FOR IBM ?040 VERSION OF CHAIN




- ?2 CHARACTERS OF AkPHA-NUMERICS FOR PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION.
PRINTS OUT ON FIRST SHEET OF OUTPUT, AND ON EACH PLOT,
(12A6)
CARO 2,
- STARTING TIME CYCLE.
IF 0,0 - SUBROUTINE INTLIZ CALLED,
IF NOT 0,0 - READS TAPE 4 FOR VALUES OF COMMON AND PROCEEDS,
(6E12,8)
CARD 3.
- COEFFICIENT IN ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY EQUATION
- COEFFICIENT IN TIME INCREMENT EQUATION
- UPPER LIMIT OF STRESS, COMPRESSION IS NEGATIVE,




- TIME INCREMENT FOR PRINTOUT AND PLOT (SEC)
- PROBLEM TERMINATE TIME (SEC)
- PRINT CYCLE INCREMENT,
ALLOWS PRINTOUT AND PLOT AFTER EACH PRNTC CYCLESQ IF DESIRED,
- WRITE TAPE INCREMENT
UPDATES THE RESTART TAPE AFTER EACH WRTPC CYCLES.
- STOP CYCLE,
ALLOWS PROGRAM TO BE TERMINATED AFTER STOPC CYCLES,
CARO _ O,
- NO, OF PLATES IN PROBLEM,
- BOUNDARY INDICATOR - LOWER X OF FIRST PLATE,
= I - FREE SURFACE
= 2 - FIXED SURFACE
- BOUNDARY INDICATOR - UPPER X OF LAST PLATE
- GEOMETRY INDICATOR
= I - PLANE
= 2 - CYLINDRICAL
NOSLID - BOUNDARY INTERFACE INDICATOR
= 0 - THE INTERFACES ARE ALLOWED TO SLIDE, ONLY LAST PLATE
IS ALLOWED TO INCLUDE STRENGTH,
































































MESH SIZE IN X-DIRECTION MUST BE SAME FOR ALL PLATES,
- ONE DIMENSIONAL CODE SIMULATOR INDICATOR
= 0 - NORMAL MODE - 2-D PROBLEM
= l - 1-D PROBLEM
- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY INDICATOR
= 0 - EVALUATE VISCOSITY ONLY IN COMPRESSION
= I - ALWAYS EVALUATE VISCOSITY
- PLOT INDICATOR
= 0 OR BLANK - PLOT X VS, Z
: I - PLOT TXXI VS, X AND Z
= 2 - PLOT TYYI VS, X AND Z
= 3 - PLOT TZZ! VS= X AND Z
= 4 - PLOT TXZ! VS, X AND Z
= _ - DRAW ALL 5 PLOTS
= 6 - SKIP PLOTS
- THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS (I VALUES) TO BE pLOTTED, MAXi OF 20,
CARD 5 I, IF NCRVS = O_ OMIT THIS CARD,
JC_VS(L),L=IoNCRVS
- THE COLUMN VALUES TO BE PLOTTED,
CARD 6 O, THERE ARE B CARDS TO DEFINE EACH PLATE, THERE






- NO, OF ZONES IN RADIAL (X) DIRECTION
- NO, OF ZONES IN AXIAL (Z) DIRECTION
- INDICATOR FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION - LEFT Z OF EACH PLATE
- INDICATOR FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION - RIGHT Z OF EACH PLATE
- INDICATOR FOR EQUATION-OF-STATE
= I - TILLOTSON
= _ - POLYNOMIAL








- INITIAL POSITION IN X-DIRECTION OF LOWER-LEFT CORNER
- WIDTH OF PLATE IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL POSITION IN Z-DIRECTION OF UPPER-LEFT CORNER
- LENGTH OF PLATE IN Z-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VELOCITY IN X-DIRECTION








- INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY IN Z-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VALUE OF MATERIAL DENSITY
- INITIAL VALUE OF STRESS IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL VALUE OF STRESS IN Y-DIRECTION















































































- INITIAL VALUE OF SHEAR STRESS
- INITIAL VALUE OF ENERGY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF LEFT Z-BOUNDARY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF RIGHT Z-BOUNDARY
- ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF LOWER X-BOUNDARY







IF IM = O, THE PLATE WILL BE --FREE-FORM-- IN SHAPE (EX, A
DEBRIS CLOUD), ALL QUANTITIES NEEDED TO DEFINE THE
PLATE ARE INPUTTEDo
ONLY ONE FREE-FORM PLATE PER PROBLEM.
CARDS 6 I, 6 2, 6 3 ARE OMITTED AND REPLACED WITH
THE FOLLOWING CARDS.
THERE WILL BE JM SETS OF CARDS, EACH SET CONSISTS
OF THREE TYPES OF CARDS_ AND DEFINES A ROW,
CARD 1, (16)
IMI(J) - J IS THE ROW INDICATOR, NO, OF ZONES IN ROW J, UP TO 20 ROWS
ARE ALLOWED,
CARD 2, EACH PAIR Or CARDS (ONE CARD 2 AND ONE CARD 3)
DEFINES A ZONE, THEREFORE. THERE WILL BE IM1 PAIRS
OF CARDS,
(5E15,8)
UX(N) - N IS THE ZONE COUNTER, RADIAL VELOCITY
UZ(N) - AXIAL VELOCITY















AFTER ALL ZONE-DEFINING CARDS HAVE BEEN READ IN.
CARDS DEFINING THE POSITION AND VELOCITIES OF THE
RIGHT-HAND AND INTERFACE BOUNDARY MESH POINTS ARE
READ.
CARD 4, EACH CARD DE_INES ONE BOUNDARY MESH POINT,
UXS(NS) - RADIAL VELOCITY
UZS(NS) - AXIAL VELOCITY
XS(NS) - RADIAL POSITION






THE FOLLOWING QUANTITIES DESCRIBE THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF EACH PLATE
C-3
MAIN PROGRAM































































- SMALL A IN E,O,S,
- SMALL B IN EoO,S,
- BIG A IN E,OoS.
- BIG B IN E,O,S,
- ALPHA IN EeO,S,









- COEFFICINT OF ARG_*O IN FI
- COEFFICINT OF ARG_! IN F1
- COEFFICINT OF ARG_2 IN F1
- COEFFICINT OF ARG*_3 IN F1
- COEFFICINT OF ARG_O IN F2






- BETA IN E,OoS,
- E SUB ZERO IN E,O,S,
- RHO SUB S IN E,O,S=
- E SUB S IN E*O,S,
FOR MEO = 2
CAR_ 6 _,
HI - COEFFICINT OF ARG_! IN F2
H2 - COEFFICINT OF ARG**2 IN F2





- CONSTANT TERM IN SOUND SPEED EQUATION
- PRESSURE MULTIPLIER TERM IN SOUND SPEED EQUATION








- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- COEFFICIENT IN MODULUS OF RIGIDITY FIT
- YIELD STRENGTH
- ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL
END OF INPUT QUANTITIES,




















































































































- INITIAL ZONE SIZE IN X-DIRECTION
- INITIAL ZONE SIZE IN Z-DIRECTION
- RADIAL POSITION AT TIME N
- RADIAL POSITION AT TIME N+I
- AXIAL POSITION AT TIME N
- AXIAL POSITION AT TIME N+I
- RADIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N-I/2
- RADIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N+I/2
- AXIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N-l/2
-- AXIAL VELOCITY AT T!_E N+l/2
- DENSITY AT TIME N
- DENSITY AT TIME N+I
- AREA AT TIME N
- AREA AT TIME N+I
- STRESS IN X-DIRECTION AT TIME N
- STRESS IN X-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- STRESS IN Y-DIRECTION AT TIME N
- STRESS IN Y-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- STRESS IN Z-DIRECTION AT TIME N
- STRESS IN Z-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- SHEAR STRESS AT TIME N
- SHEAR STRESS AT TIME N+I
- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY VALUE AT TIME N
- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY VALUE AT TIME N+I
- X COMPONENT OF DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY
- Z COMPONENT OF DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY
- SHEAR COMPo OF DEVIATORIC ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY
-- ENERGY AT TIME N
- ENERGY AT TIME N+I
-- MASS
- DEVIATORIC STRESS IN X-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- DEVIATORIC STRESS IN Y-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- DEVIATORIC STRESS IN Z-DIRECTION AT TIME N+I
- DEVIATORIC SHEAR STRESS AT TIME N+I
-- LARGEST TENSILE STRESS OF THE 3 PRINCIPAL STRESSES
- ANGLE OF ROTATION OF THE PRINCIPAL STRESS COORDINATES












- RADIAL POSITION AT TIME N
- RADIAL POSITION AT TIME N+I
- AXIAL POSITION AT TIME N
- AXIAL POSITION AT TIME N+!
- RADIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N-I/2
- RADIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N+I/2
-- AXIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N-I/2
- AXIAL VELOCITY AT TIME N+I/2
- TANGENT FOR SLIDING INTERFACE
- SINE OF LINE AB FOR SLIDING INTERFACE























































































































NCYCLE - CYCLE COUNTER
TIME -- TIME
DELPR - SAME AS TPRNT
DELTA - TIME INCREMENT AT N+I/2
DELTAM - TIME INCREMENT AT N-t/2
- USED IN TIME' INCREMENT CALCULATION
- FLOATED IALF
- END OF P_OBLEM INDICATOR
- ACTIVE ZONE SEQUENTIAL COUNTER
- ACTIVE SPECIAL MESH SEQUENTIAL COUNTER
- RIGHT BOUNDARY MESH POINT INDICATOR
- TOTAL NO, OF ZONES
- TOTAL NOt OF ZONES IN THE FREE-FORM PLATE
- TOTAL NOo OF SPECIAL MESH POINTS
- X-DIRECTION (COLUMN) INDICATOR
- Z-DIRECTION (ROW) INDICATOR
- __ATE INDICATOR
- IM OF ACTIVE PLATE





























- NO, OF ZONES IN LARGEST ROW IN FREE-FORM PLATE
- ZONE NUMBER AFTER WHICH ALL ZONE VALUES ARE ZERO, STOP
CALCULATION OF PRESENT CYCLEI AND PROCEED TO NEXT CYCLEo
- INDICATOR IN ACCELERATION SUBROUTINES
" INDICATOR IN ACCELERATION SUBROUTINES
- HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE AT TIME N+I
- HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE AT TIME N
- RHO DOT / RHO AT TIME N+1/2
- DELTA RHO / RHO_2 AT TIME N+I/2
- TERM IN ENERGY EQUATION
- RHO / RHOZ
- RH01 / RHOZ
- A OF ACTIVE ZONE
- RHO OF ACTIVE ZONE
- ENERGY OF ACTIVE ZONE AT TIME N
- MODULUS OF RIGIDITY
- X COMPONENT OF STRETCHING DEVIATOR AND SPIN TENSOR (N+1/2)
- Z COMPONENT OF STRETCHING DEVtATOR AND SPIN TENSOR (N+I/2)
- SHEAR COMPo OF STRETCHING DEVIATOR AND SPIN TENSOR (N+1/2)
- SUM OF STRESS DEVIATORS
- TOTAL RADIAL MOMENTUM FOR EACH CYCLE
- TOTAL AXIAL MOMENTUM FOR EACH CYCLE
- TOTAL RADIAL KINETIC ENERGY FOR EACH CYCLE
- TOTAL AXIAL KINETIC ENERGY FOR EACH CYCLE
- INTERNAL ENERGY FOR EACH CYCLE
- TOTAL ENERGY FOR EACH CYCLE
- ACCUMULATED TOTAL SPHERICAL STRESS WORK
- ACCUMULATED TOTAL SPHERICAL VISCOUS STRESS WORK
- ACCUMULATED TOTAL DEVIATORIC STRESS WORK
- ACCUMULATED TOTAL DEVIATORICVISCOUS STRESS WORK
- ACCUMULATED TOTAL PLASTIC WORK
TDEQPD - ACCUMULATED TOTAL ENERGY








































































































































-- DEVIATORIC VISCOUS STRESS WORK FOR ACTIVE ZONE
- CALCULATION CUTOFF FOR VECOCITIES
- CALCULATION CUTOFF FOR DENSITIES
- CALCULATION CUTOFF FOR ENERGIES
- CALCULATION CUTOFF FOR PRESSURES
- FLAG IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- USED IN INTERFACE CALCULATION
- DELTA + DELTAM
- ACCELERATION IN X-_!oECT!O_
- ACCELERATION IN Z-DIRECTION
- INDICATOR FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION - LOWER X OF EACH PLATE
- INDICATOR FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION - UPPER X OF EACH PLATE
- TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR AREA, ALSO FOR ACCELERATION=
- TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR AREA,






































































































2 UZS1 ( 210),













2 FK3 ( 5 ) ,
3 H3( 5) ,






























































UZ ( 600 ) ,
A( 600),
TYY ( 600 ) ,









TXXZ ( 5 ) ,
EZ( 5),
CADA ( 5 ) ,
EZERO ( 5) ,






CJI_ ( 5) ,
XD( 5),









Page 9 of I0
DIMENSION SPACE(IO), ISPACE(IO), JC_VS(20)
DIMENSION IMI ( SO)
COMMON NCYCLE, STOPC, PRNTC, STRTC, TIME, TMAX, TPRNT,
I DELPR, DELTA. DELTAM, DMIN, FK, IEND, NMAX, NSMAX,
2 SBAR, N, NS, TITLE, CZ, CL, M, NBL*
3 NBU. IALF, IM, JM. NBZL, NBZR, XI, XL,
4 ZI, ZL. UXZ. UZZ, UXINT. UZINT, RHOI, TXXZ,
5 TYYZ, TZZZ, TXZZ, EZ, RHOZ, SA, SB, CAPA,
6 CAPB, ALPHA, BETA, EZERO, RHOS, EPRS, CNO, CNA,
? CNEXP, GO, G1, G2, G3, CAPY, IMX, JMX,
8 NPLOT, CN, Pl, RDOTRI DR#2, PM, DEO, ETA,
9 ETA1, NONE, ZRTt XRT, ZH, XH, TNRT, TNR
COMMON TNP. LK, NL. XSD, ZSD, TNNS, AX,
I AZ. DSUM* AIN , COSAB, SINAB, NH, ALP, AINIi
2 AIN2, TEMPI, TEMP2, TEMP3, TEMP4, TEMPS, TEMP6* TEMP?,
3 TEMPB, TEMPg. TEMPlO, XlO. ZlO, Xll, Zll, XI2,
4 Z12, X13, Z13, X21, Z21, X22, Z22, LL,
5 N2, WRTPC, L, XIOM, ZIOM, XIIM, ZIIM, XI2M,
6 Z12M, X13M, ZI3M, UXIO, UZIO, UXll, UZ11, UX12,
7 UZ12, UX13, UZ13, OTXXM, OTYYM, DTZZM, DTXZM, DL,
8 NFRST, NLST, IENT, N1, NSLST, NBXL, NBXU, NBQ,
9 NFN, AM, _HOM, EM, C3, C4. DXXi OZZ
COMMON OXZ, XP, ZP, XK, ZK, TIE, TE,
I TDEE, TDEQ, TDEED, TDEQO, TDEPD, TDEQPD, DEED, DEQD_
2 BOX, G, NCRVS, JCRVS, CAPF, UEP, REP, EEP,
3 PEP, IJK* NOSLID, MEQ, PHIL, PHIR, PSIL, PSIU,
4 UTS
_ON I, -;. _. _. " Z. _"
"---- ........ Ale Lll
I UX1, UZ1, RHOI, A1, TXX1, TYY1, TZZI, TXZI,
2 DTXX, DTYY, DTZZ, DTXZ, Q1, QXXl, QZZ1, QXZ1,



















SET TRAP ROUTINE TO IGNORE UNDERFLOWS, BUT
200 ON ANY OVERFLOW,
NTMS = 0
ASSIGN 200 TO ITRA
CALL FPT (.TRUE.,ITRA)



























IF (IFAKE ,EO, I) GO TO 140
R=AD (_,IO0)
100 FORMAT ( 1H )
W_ITE(6_In_)
LINKI READS INPUT CARDS, WRITES INPUT VALUES,
IF A NEW PROBLEM, INITIALIZES ALL VARIABLES AND WRITES TAPE 4,
IF A CONTINUATION_ READS TAPE _,
140 CALL CHAIN(3)
PLOT SHAPE AT CYCLE O,
I_ (STRTC ,GT, 0,0) GO TO 150
DO 142 L=I,NMAX
XI (L) = X(L)
Z1 (L) = Z(L)
142 CONTINUE
DO 144 L=I tNSMAX
XSI (L) = XS(L)







LINK2 INTEGRATES UNTIL TIME TO OUTPUT RESULTS, DETERMINES WHEN
PROBLEM IS FINISHED,
150 CALL CHAIN(1)
LINK3 PRINTS AND PLOTS RESULTS,
160 CALL CHAIN(2)
CHECK TO SEE IF PROBLEM FINISHED,
I_ (IEND ,LT, 4) GO TO 150
IBO _WIND a
CALL EXIT
200 IEND = 5
NTMS = NTMS+I










2-D LAGRANGIAN -- LINK! FOR IBM 7040 CHAIN
LINK 1
Page 1 of 2
DIMENSION X( 600), XI( 600), Z( 600),
I ZI( 800), UX( 600), UXI( 600), UZ( 600),
2 UZI( 600), RHO( 600), RHOI ( 800), A( 600),
3 AI( 600), TXX( 500), TXXI ( 600), TYY( 800),
4 TYYI ( 600), TZZ( 600), TZZI ( 600), TXZ( 600),
5 TXZI( 600), 0( 600), 01( 600), E( 600),
6 El ( 800), DTXX( 600), DTYY( 600), OTZZ(800),
7 DTXZ( 600), ZM( 600), QXXI( 600), OZZl ( 800),
8 OXZl(800)
DIMENSION XS( 210), XSI( 210), ZS( 210),
I ZSI ( 210), UXS( 210), UXSI( 210), UZS( 210),
2 UZSI ( 210), TN( 210), SNAB( 210),
3 NH( 42, 5), XH( 42, 5), ZH( 42, 5)
DIMENSION TITLE(12), IM( 5), JM( 5),
I NBZL( 5), NBZR( 5), Xl ( 5), XL( 5),
2 ZI( 5), ZL( 51, UXZ( 5), UZZ( 5),
3 UXINT( 5), UZINT( _), RHOI( 5), TXXZ( 5),
4 TYYZ( 5) , TZZZ( 5), TXZZ( S), EZ( 5),
5 RHOZ( 5), SA( 5), SB( 5), CAPA( S),
6 CAPe( 5), ALPHA( 5), BETA( 5), EZERO( 5),
7 _HOS( 5), EPRS( 5), CNO( 5), CNA( 5),
8 CNEXP( 5), GO( 5), G1 ( 5), G2( 5),
9 G3( 5), CAPY( 5), UTS( 5), MEQ( 5)
DIMENSION PHIL( 5), PHIP( 5), PSIL( 5),
1' PSIU( 5), FKO( 5), FK1 ( 5), FK2( 5),
FK3( 5), HO( 5), HI ( 5), H2( 5)I
3 H3( 5), GAM( _), CJm( _), _.)D( _),
4 COD( B), DETV( 5), CBWN( 5), XD( 5),
5 ZD( 5), NFRST( 5) , NLST( 5), NSLST( 5),
6 NBXL( 5) , NBXU( 5)
DIMENSION SPACE(IO), ISPACE(IO), JCRVS(20)
COMMON NCYCLE, STOPC, PRNTC, STRTC, TIME, TMAX, TPRNT,
I DELPR, DELTA, DELTAM, DMIN, FK, IEND, NMAX, NSMAX,
2 SBAR, N, NS, TITLE, CZ, CL, M, NBL,
3 NBU, IALF, IM, JM, NBZL, NBZR_ Xl, XL,
4 ZI, ZL, UXZ, UZZ, UXINT, UZINT, RHOI, TXXZ,
5 TYYZ, TZZZ, TXZZ, EZ, RHOZ$ SA, SB, CAPA,
6 CAP8, ALPHA, BETA, EZERO, RHOS, EPRS. CNO, CNA,
7 CNEXP, GO, Gl, G2, G3, CAPYo IMX, JMX,
8 NmLOT, CN, Pl, #DOTR, DRR2, PM, DED, ETA,
9 ETA1, NONE, ZRT, XWT, ZH, XH, TN#T, TN#
COMMON TNP, LK, NL, XSD, ZSD, TNNS, AX,
1 AZ, DSUM, AIN , COSAB, SINAB, NH, ALFI AINI,
2 AIN2, TEMPI, TEMP2, TEMP3, TEMP4, TEMPS, TEMP6, TEMPT,
3 TEMPS. TEMP9. TEMPlO. XIO. ZIO. XII, Z115 XI2.
4 Z12. X13. ZI3. X21. Z21. X22. Z22. LL.
5 N2. WRTPC. L. XIOM. ZIOM. XIIM. ZIIM. XI2M.
6 ZI2M. XI3M. ZI3M. UXIO. UZIO. UXII. UZII. UX12.
7 UZ12. UX13. UZ13. OT×XM. DTYYM. DTZZM. DTXZM. OL.
C-If
LINK 1
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I UXI , UZI ,
2 OTXX, DTYY,


















IENT, NI, NSLST, NBXL, NBXU, NBQ,
RHOM, EM, C3, C4, DXX, DZZ
XP, ZP, XK, ZK, TIE, TE,
TDEED, TDEQD, TDEPD, TOEQPD, DEED, DE_D,
NCRVS, JCRVS, CAPF, UEP, REP, EEP,
NOSLID$ MEQ, PHIL, PHIR, PSIL, PSIU,
J, K, X, XI, Z, ZI,
RH01, AI, TXXI, TYY1, TZZI, TXZl,
DTZZ, DTXZ, QI, OXXI, QZZI, QXZI,

















REWIND CHAIN TAPE (TAPE O)
CALL RWNDO
READ INPUT DATA FROM CARDS
CALL INmUT
AND WRITE ON TAPE 4,
CHECK VALUE OF STARTING CYCLE -
: O, INITIALIZE VARIABLES,
NOT = O, EXIT,
IF ( STRTC iGT, ODD) GO TO 150
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INPT lO0
















CHECK VALUE OF STARTING CYCLE, IF NOT = O, READ COMMON FROM TAPE 4,
IF (CSTRT ,LE, 0,0) GO TO lTO
READ (4) ZZ





IF ((NPLOT ,EQ, O) ,ORo (NPLOT oGEo 6)) GO TO 210
IF (NCRVS ,EQ, O) GO TO 210
READ (5.200} (JCRVS(L)*L=I.NCRVS)
210 IF (STRTC ,GT, 0,0} RETURN
DO PgO L=] ,M
READ (5,200) IM(L)¢JM(L)tNBZL(L)iNBZR(L),MEQ(L)
























230 READ (5,140) XI(L)¢XL(L),ZI (L),ZL(L),UXZ(L),UZZ(L),UXINT(L),UZINT(INPT 230
1L) ,RHOI (L) ,TXXZ(L),TYYZ(L),TZZZ(L),TXZZ(L) ¢EZ(L) INPT 240
2,PHIL (L) ,PHIR (L) ,P$ IL (L) ,_S IU (L) INPT 241
2.-_0 I_EAD (5,140) RHOZ(L),SA(L),SB(L)*CAPA(L),CAPB(L),ALPHA(L),FJETA(L),INI:)T 250


































I MXM = 0
DETERMINE MESH NO, OF FIRST MESHES IN THIS PLATE,
LL = L-I
IF (LL ,LT, I ) GO TO 150
DO 140 I=! ,LL
N = N+IM(I }_JM(1)
NS = NS+IM(1)+JM(I )+I
140 CONTINUE
1_0 JMX = J_(L }
DO 400 J=I ,JMX
READ (5,160} IMI (J)













READ POSITION AND VELOCITIES OF RIGHT-SIDE SPECIAL STATIONS


























( I SPACE (4) *NSR)
(ISPACE(5),IMXM), ( ISPACE(6)*NMAX! )
(ISPACE(9),NID)
WRITE (6,120) (TITLE(L),L=I,12)




160 FORMAT (IHO* 2X* 2HCO* 5X, 2HCL* 5X, 2HC3. 5X* 2HC4, 5X, 2HFK0 6X*
1 9HTPRNT-SEC, 8X* 8HTMAX-SEC, 6X,IOHSBAR-D/CSQ , 3X, ?HSTART C* 1X
2_ ?HPRINT C* lX* 6HWRTP C* 2X, 6HSTOP C /1H *F6e3*F?e31F?e3*FVe31F
3?e3'E16oS*El6eS,El6eSoF?eOtFSeO,F?eO,FSeO /1HO, 9HNOePLATES, 1X, B
4HX--LOWeBe, 1X* ?HX-UPoBtt 1X* 5HALPHA0 IX,IOHSLDNGoIFCE, 1Xt 8H1-D
5 INDo* lX* 9HVISCeINDo /1H , 6X* I2, 6X, I1, 8X,I1, 6X, I1, 6X,II* 9X
6,11, 8X, II )
WRITE (6*220)
220 FORMAT (IHO*SHPLATE, IX,IOHX-STATIONS, lXolOHZ-STATIONS_ IX* 8HX-L
IFToBe, IX* 9HZ-RGHToBo, 2X, 6HElOeSo /)
DO 2?0 L=I,M
WRITE (6*260) L'IM(L),JM(L),NBZL(L)*NBZR(L),MEQ(L)
260 FORMAT (IH , 2X*12, 5X,16, 5X,16. ?X*II* 8X, II, ?X, If)
_0 CONTINUE
W_ITE (6,2g0)
290 FORMAT (1HO*SHPLATE* 4X* 5HXI-CM*llX* 5HXL-CM,1 lX, 5HZI-CM* llX_ 5H
1ZL-CM, 9X, IOHUXZ-CM/SEC, 6X*IOHUZZ-CM/SEC, 5X_I2HUXINT-CM/SEC, 4Xq
2_2HUZINT-CM/SEC /)
DO 360 L=I,M
IF (IM(L) oLEo O) GO TO 360
WRITE (6*350) L*XI(L)'XL(L),ZI(L),ZL(L),UXZ(L)IUZZ(L)QUXINT(L),
1UZINT(L)
3S0 FORMAT (1H ,lX*12,SE16eB)
360 CONTINUE
WRITE (6*362)
362 FORMAT (IHO*SHPLATE* 3X* 8HPHIL-DEG* 8X* 8HPHIR-DEG* 8X* 8HPSIL-DE
1G, 8X, 8HPSIU-DEG / )
DO 366 L=I tM




380 FORMAT (1HOiSHPLATE, 2X* 9HRHOZ-G/CC, ?XtlOHTXXZ-D/CSQ* 6XQIOHTYYZ
I-D/CSQ, 6X,IOHTZZZ-D/CSQ, 6X,IOHTXZZ-D/CSQq 6X* 9HEZ-ERG/GM /)
DO 420 L=I qM
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421 FORMAT (IHO, 6HPLATE ,12_19H IS A DEBRIS CLOUDo /IHO, 4HMESH,
13X, 9HUX-CM/SEC, ?X, 9HUZ-CM/SEC, 6X,12_STRESS-D/CSQ, 6X, ?HE-ERG/
2G, 9X4 8HRH'O-G/CC,IOX, 4HX-CM,12X, 4HZ-CM / )
N = 0
LL = L-I














429 FORMAT (IHO_ 5HPOINT, 2X,IOHUXS-CM/SEC, 6X,IOHUZS-CM/SEC, 8X, 5HXS












490 FORMAT (IHO, 5HPLATE, 3X, 8HRHO-G/CC,IIX, 2HSA_14X, 2HSB,14X, IHA,
I15X$ IHB,13X, 5HALPHA,12XQ 4HBETA, 11X, 5HEZERO )
GO TO 590
520 W_ITE (6,530)
530 FORMAT' (IHO, 5HPLATE, 3X, 8HRHO-G/CC,IIX, 2HKO,14X, 2HKI,14X, 2HK2
1,14X, 2HK3,14X, 2HHO,14Xt 2HHI,14X, 2HH2 )
GO TO 590
_60 W_ITE (6,_?0)
570 FORMAT (|HOo 5HPLATE_ 3Xt 8HRHO-G/CC,IOX_ 5HGAMMAq 11Xq 3HCJPqI2X$
15HCJRHO_12X_ 3HCJDqI3Xo 4HDETV_12X_ 4HCBRN$13X_ 2HXD )








670 FORMAT (IH05 I |X_ 2HH3e 29Xe 3HCNOq13X$ 3HCNAt|2X, 5HCNEXP )
GO TO 710
6gO W_ITE (6,?00)
?00 FORMAT (IHO, 11X$ 2HZD, 29X$ 3HCNO$13X, 3HCNAi12Xt 5HCNEXP )










_ORMAT (IH , 3X, 8E16,8)
WRITE (6,740)
FORMAT (|HO, I|X, 2HGO,14X, 2HGI ,14X, 2HG2,14X,
4HCAmY,I3X, 3HUTS )
WRITE (6,720) GO(L)'GI (L),G2(L),G3(L),CAPY(L),UTS(L)
CONTINUE
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CHECK" TO SEE IF PROBLEM EXCEEDS SIZE OF PROGRAM








9 N'= N + IM(1)*JM(1)
NS = NS + IM(1) + JM(1) + I
IO CONTINUE
IF (N ,GT, NMA.X) GO TO 40
IF (NS ,GT, NSMAX) GO TO 60
GO TO 110
WRITE ERROQ MESSAGES
20 WRITE (6, 30) K
30 FORMAT (IHO,35HERROR - YOU MAY NOT HAVE MORE THAN ,12, 8H PLATES,)
GO TO 80
40 WRITE (6, _0) NMAX
50 FORMAT (IHOt35HERROR - YOU MAY NOT HAVE MORE THAN qI4i ?H ZONESI)
GO TO 80
60 WRITE (6, ?0) NSMAX
?0 FORMAT (1HO,4|HERROR - NO, OF SPECIAL STATIONS EXCEEDED tI4, 2H ,)
80 CALL EXIT
SET CUTOFF VALUES FOR VELOCITY, DENSITY, ENERGY, AND PRESSURE




SET UP BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATORS
I = FREE
.?_ = FIXED
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DO I I I L=I ,DM
I 11 NBZL(L) =
I_-0 NBXL(I ) = NBL
IF (M - 21 130t200tlS0
I-'30 NBXU(I I = NBU
GO TO 230
I_0 K -= M-I
DO 190 L--_tK
NBXL (L) = I
NF_XU(L) = I
N_RST(L) = 0
NLST (L) = g999
IQO CONTI NU =="
200 NF_XU( I ) = 1
NBXL (M } = I
NBXU(M} = NBU
NFPS.'r (I) = 0
NLST(I ) = 9999
GENERATE POSITION OF THE MESHES
230 CALL GNaT
INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR EACH PLATE




IF (IM(1) .GT. 0) GO TO 2"70
JMX = JM ( I )
N3 -" JMX+ I MXM+ 1
r)0 _60 N?--I ,N'_
260 SNAB(N2) = (3.0
N2 = N3--1M! (JMX)
GO TO 280
2?0 N__ = JM(1 )+I
N3 = N2+IM(| )




IF (K -LEe 2) GO TO 300











r)o "770 j=! ,JMX
NS -- NS + I
NSR = NS
IMX = IM(kC)
I MP = I MX
I_" (IMX .GT. O) GO TO 440
IMX -- IMI(J)
I_'LG -- !
I_" (IDP ,L'r,, O) NSR -- NSR+IDP




400 IMP = IMI (J+l)
IE)P = IMP-IMX
GO TO 460
440 UXS(NS) = UXZ(K)
UZS(NS) = UZZ(K)
460 DO 710 I=1 ilMX
N=N+I
IF (I=LG ,GT, O) GO TO 46_







DETERMINE MESH NUMBERS WHICH SHOW RELATIVE PLACEMENT OF THE PLATES
IF (K ,FO, I) GO TO 480
IF (J ,NE, I) GO TO 480
IF (X(N)+] ,OE-6 ,,LT, XS(N?_) ) GO TO 480
IF" (NFRST(WC-1) oNE, O) GO TO 470
NFRST(K-] ) = N
GO TO 48O
470 IF (X(N)+ eOE-6 ,LT, XS(N3)) GO TO 480
IF (NLST(K-I) ,NE, 9999) GO TO 480
NLST(K-1 ) = N
480 TEMPt = SQRT((ZIO-ZI3)_{'2 + (XIO-X13)_2)
TF".MP2 = _ORT((ZII-ZIP)J/'-_2_ + (Xll-Xl?_)-_-_2)
TEMP3 = AMAXI (TEMPI ,TEMP2)
DL = A (N)/TEMP3
TEMPS = SQ_T(UXZ(I )_'W2 + UZZ(! )W_'2I
TEMP4 = DL/(CNO(K) + O,_TEMP5) /3,0
DMIN = AMINI (DMINeTEMP4)
IF (IFLG eGTe O) GO TO 710
IF ((K oEQe I ) oOl_e (J eGTe ! ) ) GO TO 500
IF ((N eLTe NFRST(K-I)) eORe (N eGTe NLST(K-I))) GO TO 500







UZ(N) = UZTNT(K-I )
IF (T eLTe IMX) GO TO 5_-0
UXS(NS) = UXINT(K-1 )
UZS(N_) = UTINT(K-1 )
CO TO 5_0
_00 UX(N) = UXZ(K)
UZ(N) : UZZ(K)
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C-21
GNRT










2-0 LAGRANGIAN - GENERATES POSITIONS OF MESHES FROM INPUT DATA












DO BOO K=I ,M
IMX = IM(K )
JMX = JM(K]








(PSIL(K) oLE. 6o2831853)) GO TO





IF (ABS(CPSL) .GTo ONE) CPSL : SIGN( I.OtCPSL)
IF (ABS(CPSL) oLT, ZRO) CPSL : OeO
SPSL : SIN(PSIL(K))
IF (ABS(SPSL) ,GT, ONE) SmSL : SIGN( I,O,SPSL)
IF (ABS(SPSL) .LT. ZRO) SPSL = 0,0
CPSU = COS(PSIU(K))
IF (ABS(CPSU) ,GT. ONE) CDSU = SIGN( IoOtCPSU)
IF (ABS(CPSU) ,LT. ZRO) CPSU = 0,0
SPSU = SIN(PSIU(K))
IF (ABS(SPSU) .GTe ONE) SPSU = SIGN( I,OoSPSU)
IF (ABS(SPSU) eLT. ZRO) SPSU = OoO
CPHL = COS(PHIL(K)}
IF (ABS(CPHL) .GT. ONE) CPHL = SIGN( I.OiCPHL)
IF (ABS(CPHL) .LT. ZRO) CPHL = 0.0
SPHL = SIN(PHIL(K))
IF (ABS(SPHL) oGT, ONE) SPHL = SIGN( 1.0oSPHL)
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CPHR : COS(PHIR(K))
IF (ABS(CPHR) .GT. ONE) CPHR : SIGN( I.O.CPHR)
IF (ABS(CPHR) .LT. ZRO) CPHR = 0.0
SPHR : SIN(PHIR(K))
IF (ABS(SPHR) eGT, ONE) SPHR = SIGN( I,O_SPHR)
IF (ABS(SPHR) .LT, ZRO) SDHR = 0,0
(XIFqZIF) - POSITION OF LOWER RIGHT CORNER OF PLATE Ko
(XJ oZJ } - UPPER LEFT
(XJF,ZJF) - UPPER RIGHT
(Xl ,Zl ) - LOWER LEFT
XIF = XI (K)+XL(K)*CPSL
ZIF = Zl (K)+XL(K)*SPSL
XJ = XI (K)+ZL(K)*CPHL
ZJ = Zl (K)+ZL(K)*SPHL
XJF =((ZIF-ZJ)*CPSU*CPHR + XJ*SPSU*CPHR - XIF*CPSU*SPHR)/(SPSU*CPH
IR - CPSU*SPHR)
IF (ABS(PSIU(K)) oGTe ABS(PHIR(K))) GO TO 290
ZJF = ZJ + (XJF-XJ)*SPSU/CPSU
GO TO 300
290 ZJF = ZIF + (ZJF-XIF)*SPHR/CPHR
OBJECT OF THE GAME IS TO DIVIDE EACH SIDE INTO IMX, OR JMX EQUAL mARTS,
300 XUL : DSQRT((DBLE(XJF-XJ))**2 + (DBLE(ZJF-ZJ))**2)
_vu --- XUL/FIMX




















TEMP3 = XS(NSI)-XSI (L)












540 TN(L) = (ZS(NSI)-ZS1 (L))/TEMI_3
'5=50 CONTINUE
560 DO 600 I=I,IMX
N • N+I
FIM1 " I-1
IF (ABS(TN(I)) ,LTe 1,OE+"/') GO TO 580
XtN) = XSI (I)
GO TO 590
580 X(N) = (ZS1 (I)-TEMP2+TEMP|'_TNJ-XSt (I)_TN(I))/(TNJ--TN(I))




XS(NS! ) = XJF























SAL = XI (K)
SAU = XI (K)+XL(K)
SBL = Zl (K)
SBU = ZI (K}+ZL(K}





























XS(NS1 ) = XF
































ZS (NS } ; ZW
?50 CONTINUE
NS| -- NSt+I
XS(NS! ) = XF
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NW = N+ I








IF (J ,GEe JMX) GO TO 300
IF (I ,LT, IMX) GO TO 200
)<I I = ×c;(N_C_)
Z1 1 = ZS(NS_)
200 IF (I-IMP) 450,2_0,210











IF (I ,LT, IMX) GO TO 410
Xll = ×S(N_)
711 = ZS(NSQ)











COMPUTE AREA AND MASS OF MESH N-
XIBAR = (XII+X]_+XIO)/3,0
XOBAR = (×II+XI2+Xt3)/3QO
AINI = O,5*((XII-XIO)*(ZI_IZIO) - (ZII-ZIO)*(XI2-XIO))
AONt = O,_*((XI2-X!3)_(ZII-ZI3) - (ZI2-ZI3)_(XII-XI3))
A(N) = AIN! + AON]


















2-0 LAGRANGIAN -- LINK2 FOR IBM 7040 CHAIN
(ISPACE(2)_LSTN)
UPDATE VA#IABLES EXCEPT ON FIRST CYCLE





IF (NCYCLE ,EQ, I) GO TO 270
nO 16_ N=! QNMAX
X(N) = Xl (N)
7(N) = 71 (N)
I_ (TXXl (N) ,LE, SBAR) GO TO 3?0
I _ (TYY1 (N) oLEe S_AR) GO TO 370
IF (TZZ1 (N) oLEo SBAR) GO TO 370
I E (TXZI (N) ,LEe SSA_) GO TO 3?0
160 CONTINUE
_0 2_ NS=I _NSMAX
XS(NS) = XS1 (NS)
Z_(NS) = ZSI (NS)
_LTAM = _FLTA
D_LTA = FK _ DMIN
T_Mml = Iol_DELTAM
IF (DELTA oGTo TEMPl) DELTA = TEMPI
_?0 TIME = TIME + DELTA
COMPUTE FOR l CYCLE
CALL COMPUT
CHECK FOR END OF PROBLEM, OR IF PRINT OUT DESIRED
LINK 2
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I_ (IFN_ .EQ, 5) GO TO 360
Im (TIME ,LT. TMAX) GO TO 310
_O0 IEND = 6
GO TO 36_
310 CYCLE = NCYCLE
IF ((STOP( ,GT, OoO) ,AND, (CYCLE oGE, STOPC)) GO TO 290
IF ((WRTPC .GT, 0.0) oAND, (AMOD(CYCLE,WRTPC) ,EQo 0,0) ) GO TO 390
IF ((P_NTC oGT, 0,0) ,ANDe (AMOD(CYCLE_PRNTC) oEQ* 0,0) ) GO TO 350
IF (TIME *LT, TPRNT) GO TO l0
TPRNT = TPRNT + DELPR
360 CALL CHNXIT
60 TO 360












































IF (IMX ,GT, O) GO TO 200
I_X = IMI (J)
IF (IDP ,LT, O) NSR = NSR+IDP




150 IMP = IMI (O+l)
lOP = IMD- IMX
200 _0 ?2F_0 I=1QtMX
N = N + 1
AM = A(N)
RHOM = I_H0 (N)
EM = E(N)
DEFINE VELOCITIES AND POSITIONS OF THE VERTIClES OF ZONE N,
10 = LOWER-LEFT CORNER (N)
11 = LOWER-RIGHT CORNER (N+I)
12 = UP_E_-LEFT CORNER (N÷IMX)
















U×10 = UX1 (N)
UZIO -- UZ1 (N)
X1 0 -- Xl (N)




LIXI I -- UXI (NW)
UZI I = UZI (NW)
X1 1 = X1 (NW)
Z11 = 71 (NW)
)<11M = X(NW)
7! IN] --" 7(N!A/)"
NW = N+ I MX
U)<I_ = UXI (NW)
UZI_ = UZI (NW)
)<12 = )<I (NW)
712 = ZI (NW)
Xi2M = X(NW)
Z1EM = Z(NW)
NW = NW+ I
UX1.3 = UX1 (NW)
U_ 1 3 = LI71 ( NW )
×1 3 = XI (NW)
Z1 3 = 7_1 (NW)
)<13M = X(NW)
ZI3M = Z(NW)
IF" (J *GEo JMX) GO TO "/20
WE HAVE NOT REACHED THE FINAL ROW OF ZONES OF PLATE K.
IF (I =LTe IMX) GO TO 500
WE ARE AT THE LAST ZONE IN THE ROW, RE-DEFINE RIGHT CORNERS,
U)<II = UXSI(N_R)
UZll = UZSI (NSR)
)<11 = X%1 (N_B)
ZII = ZSI (NSR)
X11M = XS(NS_)
ZIIM = ZS(NSR)
500 IF (I-IMP) 640,800,510
510 NS = NS+I
GO TO "74(3
COMPUTE AREA AND OEN_ITY FOR ZONE N.
540 ×IBAR = ()<11+×12+XI0)/3,0
XOBAR = (XII+X12+×13)/3,0
AINI = 0.5*((X11-X10)_(Z12-ZlO) - (ZII-ZIO)_(XI2-XIO))
AONI = O.5_((XI2-XI3)_(ZII-Z13) - (ZI2-ZI3)_(XII-X13))
AI (N) = AINI + AONI
TEMPl = AINIWXIBAR_W(IALF-I) + AONI_XOBAR_(IALF-I)
_HOI (N) = ZM(N)/TEMPl
C-31
COMPUT









WE HAVE REACHED THE FINAL ROW OF ZONES FOR PLATE K,
720 NS : NS + I
IF (NOSLID .EO, ! ) GO TO 740
IF (K ,LT. M) GO TO 960
WE ARE WORKING ON THE LAST PLATE, THERE IS NO INTERFACE,
RE-DEFINE UPPER CORNERS
740 UX12 = UXSI(NS)
UZ12 = UZS1 (NS)
Xi2 = XSI (NS)
712 = 7_I (N_)
XI_M = X_(NC;)
712M = ZS(N,_)
800 NW = N_+I
UX13 : UXgl (NW)
UZ13 = UZS1 (NW)
XI3 = XSI (NW)










870 IF ((I .LT, IMX) ,OR, (J ,LT. JMX)) GO TO 640
WE ARE AT THE LAST ZONE IN THE PLATE, RE-DEFINE LOWER-RIGHT CORNER
UXI I = UXSI (NSR)
U.7.I I = UZSI (NSR)
×I I = ×_I (NS_)





WE ARE NOT AT THE LAST PLATE, THEREFOREI THERE IS AN INTERFACE,
960 IF (N_ ,GE, N_LST(K)) GO TO 870
WE ARE ALONG THE INTERFACE,
NOIFCE = I
CALL CMPTIF
IF (NONE .EO, 2) GO TO 740
CONTINUE COMMUTATION FOR ZONE N,
2180 TEMP2 = RHOI(N) -- RHOM
IF (ABS(TEMP2/RHOM) ,GT, _EP
TEMP2 = 0,0
PHOI (N) = _HOM
AI(N) = AM
F1(N) = EM
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ROOTR = TEMP2 /(OELTA_RHOBAR)
DRR2 = TEMP2 / RHOBAR_2
ETA1 = _HO1 (N)/_HOZ(K)
ETA = RHOM/_HOZ(K)
COMPUTE DEVIATORIC STRESSES, AND EVALUATE A_TIFICIAL VISCOSITIESe
CALL SDST
DETERMINE STRESSES AND TOTAL ENERGYe
CALL FINDP
IF (IEN_ ,CO, _) RETURN





































NO IFCE = 0
TXX._D : r),,r_
TZZSD = 0,0





_TAPT PWIMAPY COMPUTATION LOOm_,







Im '( IMX =GTe 0) GO TO 200
IMX = IMI(J)
I_ (IDO .LTe O) NS_ = NS_+IO_




1_0 IMP = IM1 (J+l)
_ = IMP-- IMX


















N_ = N+ I
XI I = X(NW)
ZI I = Z(NW)
NW = N+ I MX
XI_ = X(NW)
NW = N_=l+ 1
X1 3 = X(NW)
77 _ = 7(Nllf)
IF (J ,_T. I ) GO TO _40
WE ARE WORKING ON ROW 1 OF PLATE Ko
I_ (K ,GT. 1 ) GO TO 610
WE ARE IN PLATE I,
380 NDIFCE = h
T_L_ =
I = (I ,GT, I ) GO TO 440
WE ARE AT THE LOWER LEFT CO_NE_,
LL = NBXL(K} + NBZL(K)
IF (N_ZL(K) ,EO, I) LL=LL-i
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W_ AP_ _ROG_r_SING ALONG _OW I,












WE ARE AT THE LAST ZONE IN ROW I, RE-DEFINE RIGHT VERTICES,
X! I = X_(N (:)
711 = Z_(N_)
I_" (Ir)_ ,N_', O) GO TO 570
NW = NS+|
713 = 7S(NW)
570 AIN2 = O,_((X21-XIO)_(722-ZIO) - (Z21-ZIO)_(X22-XIO))
AINI = O,5*((XII-XIO)*(ZI2-ZIO) - (ZII-ZIO)*(XI2-XIO))
5gO CALL ABNOPY
GO TO .1_0
WE HAVE FINISHEO WITH PLATE ], WE A_E STILL WORKING WITH _OW I,
610 I_ ((N+] ,LE, NFRST(<-I)) ,O_o
IR (N_SLI_ ,E_, 0) GO TO _30
(N .GT, NLST (K-!)) ) GO TO 380
WE ARE ALONG AN INTERFACE WHICH DOES NOT SLIDE,
I_LG = IFLG+I
IMX = IMM
I_ (N ,NE, NLST(<-I)) GO TO 620
I_ (I ,LT, LMX) GO TO 61_
THE RIGHT VERTICES ARE ALONG THE _IGHT BOUNDARY , RE-DEFINE.
X11 = X_(NC)




61__ NW = NS-IMX-?
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61_ LL -- 1
CALL AANGL
C_O TO 167C_









×I 1 = X(NI )
711 = 7(N1 )
C.O TO _I_
WE ARE ALONG A SLIDING INTERFACE.
CALL AIFSC=
WE HAVE FINISHED WITH ROWl,
540 NOIFCE = 0
IMX = IMM
IF (J .GE, JMX) GO TO 830
I= (7 .GT, I) GO TO 740
_E AR_ ALONG A LEFT _OUNDARY,







WE HAVE A _ONE IN THE INTERIOR.
740 IF (I ,LT. LMX) GO TO 7_0
THE RIGHT VERTICES ARE ALONG THE RIGHT BOUNDARY • RE-DEFINE,
)<11 = XS(N_R)
Z11 = ZS(NSR)
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Z12 = Z_(NW)
I _" ( I--IM_-I ) 76t_,7_2,qTO
75__ N5 -- NS+I
C.t% Tt% I "_n,_
760 _F" (It)M) 77_,800, 800
770 I_" (I--IMM-]) 800t780,a40
780 NW = N._--I
8r_.o AINI = O,_*((Xll-XIO)*(Z12-ZIO) - (ZI I-ZIO)*(X12-XlO))
81 r) ¢:ALL ATNT_
GO TO ! Agr_
WP" AQ _ NOW WO#I<ING ON THE LA._T I_OW IN ImLATE K,
8"_m 1= (K ,G _-, M) GO TO _-ZO
















NO IF"C_" = 1
NS = N_- + !
XI 2 = XS (NS)
71P- -- _7_(N<)
NW = NN4- I
71 "4 = 7 e. (KHan)
I_ (I ,LT, LMX) GO TO 950
WE ARE AT A RIGHT BOUNDARY, RE-OEFINE,
*I I = Y_(NW)
ZI 1 = ZS(NW)
GO TO 800
q_O I+ (I ,_0, 1 ) GO TO 66_
W_ HAVE REACHED THE FINAL PLATE, WE ARE STILL WORKING ON THE LAST
_OW,
q70 N_ = NS+I
WE WILL FIND THE mOSITIONS OF THE BOUNDARY MESH AND FINAL ROW MESH
CONCUR#ENTLY,
R_UNOARY M_SH,
Xl I = Xl 0
7! 1 = 71 r_
X1 0 = Xe_(N_%
71 0 = 7'_ (Me)
kt_! = ,M_,+I















I_ (I ,GT, I ) GO TO 1210
!_E ARE AT THE UPPER LFFT CO_NER
LL : NRXU(K) + NBZL(K)
IF (NBZL(K) ,EQ. 1) LL:LL-I
CALL AC_NQ
CALL :×TPO_
SET-UP FOR FINAL ROW MESH, LEFT BOUNDARY,
X10 = Xll
7_10 = 2'11
Ni# = N+ 1
_('1 1 = X (IMW)













AIN2 = O,5*((×21-XIO)*(Z22-ZIO) - (Z21-ZIO)*(X22-XIO))
CALL ABNDRY
CALL EXTPh_
13_0 I_ (I ,GE, LMX) GO TO 1370
Yl I = X(N_I)
711 = _(N_#)
_0 TO l=q_
WE A_E AT THF UPPE_ _IGHT CO_NE_ OF PLATE K,
I"_-PO X1 1 = ×_(NH)
71 1 = 7_q(Nq)
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)<12 = XS(NW)
71 __. = 7_(NW)
AINI = 0,_*((XII-XI0)*(ZI2-ZI0) - (ZII-ZI0)*(XI2-XI0))
LL : NI_XU(K) + NBZR(K)





SET-UP _OP FINAL ROW MESH,
XI 1 --- X]
71 I = 71
NS = NS-I
I'5"40 x1r) = X(N)






COMPUTE NEW VELOCITIES AND POSITIONS FOR MESH N,
6_f') I,I_(M = I,JX (N)
,,17M = UT(N)
tJ_l (N) = UX(N) + O,5"w'AX'X'DSUM
L_Z1 (N) = LJ_(N) + O,5"w'AZ'W'D_UM
"rEMp I = t.JEP
IF (NID ,ST, O) TEMPI -- I,OE+IO
IF" (ABS(UXI (N) ,LT, TEMPI ) UXI (N) --OoO
IF" (AF_S(UZI (N) ) ,LT, UEP) UZI (N) =0,0
Xl (N) = X(N) + UXI (N)'I('DELTA
7_I (N) = 7(N) + U71 (N)-W-DELTA
I MX -- LN'×
IF (NOSLID ,EO, O) GO TO 1640
I_ (I_LG ,;0, O) GO TO 1660
_HE_E I_ AN INTE#FACE WHICH DOES NOT SLIDE
NW = NS+IFLG-IN_M-2
UXSI (NW) = tiM] (N)
UZSI (NW) : UZI (N)
×_1 (NW) = X1 ("4)
7S1 (NW) = 71 (N)
_ T_ I 66 m
IF THERE IS AN INTERFACE, DETERMINE TANGENT OF LINE THROUGH MESH N,






1660 IF" (UXI (N) oNE, 0,0) GO TO 1661
I_" (UZI (N) ,EQ, OoO) GO TO 1670










TAKE CAQE OF SIGHT BOUNDARY MESHES,
ROTATE REFERENCE FRAME OF LAST MESH BY 90 DEG,
_,!SC ; MS
×17 = ×1 r)
7__2 = 7_1,q
X!O = X11
7_ r) -- 7!I
)<I I = )<I m
71 1 ; 7_I'_
I _" (J ,_T, 1 ) GO TO 1750
WE ARE AT THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER MESH,
IF (K ,EQ, I) GO TO 1720





17_0 I_ (N ,LT, NL_T(K-I )) GO TO 17BO
LL = NBXL(_) + NBZP(K)
I = (NBTQ(_) ,EQ, 1 ) LL=LL-1
17BO AINI = O,5*((XII-XIO)*(ZI2-ZIO) - (ZII-ZIO)*(XI2-XIO))
CALL ACQNR




_AtE AP_ ALONG RIGHT BOUNOAQY,
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X71 ; X(M_ )
77 1 = 7 tN'_
NW = N,_+ 1
kk = 1
CALL AANGL
GO TO 1 ?_
17_r_ LM× = IM×
IMX = IMM
_71 = X!; _
771 = 71_
I. = I
LL = lq_TO ( k" )
IF. (J .GEo JMX) GO TO 1960
IF" ( (J .GTo l ) oOl_o (N .GEoNLST(K-t ) ) ) GO TO 1860
IF" ( IMX .GT.LMX) GO TO 1840
NW = N._-IMX--2
G_ TO 1 _7_
1840 NW = NP-+I
'W(77 = _ fKtq,_)
77 ? = 7 (NW )
_r_ "r_ 1 RQ_
1860 NW = N_-I
ZT:? = Z_(NW)
1800 XIO = X_(N_)
Z10 = Z_(N_)
NW = Kt_+I
XI 1 = ×S(NW)
71 ] = _%(NW)
Kwl# = KI P-,
GO TO 2_3¢ _
W_" A_ E NEXT TO THF. UmmFQ WIGHT COWN_'W,
106h IM_C = Me, r'-I-1
MW = Kl_
NS = IMS-IMX-; :_
722 = 7_(N_)
NS = NC_+!
XI 0 = X_(N_)
710 = 7_(N_)
XI 1 = XS(NW)
71 1 = 7_(NW)
C
?0740 AINI = O,%'W'((XII-XIO)_(ZIT-ZIO) - (ZII-ZiO)'_(XI2-XIO))







_040 U×M = U× _,(_,)
UZM = UTS(NS)
CALL EXTDO. _,
TF ( (J eGT. 1 ) eORe (N eGEeNLST(K-! ) ) ) GO TO 2050
tJXS{. (N1) = UX¢."[ (N '_)
tiTS1 (kl!) --- UT_,! (N£)
_'_| (N1) = _(_1 (N c,)
7e.I (NI) = 7_,1 (KI_)
fMX = LMM '
C
C
I_ (NOSL/D eEQe I ) GO TO _0?0
IF ((J .LT. JMX) *ORe (NOIFCE oEOe O) ) GO TO 2070
! = _+1
CALL DFTTN
9070 NK = N_C
I_ ((K ,EQo I ) ,AND, (M ,GT, 1 ) ) GO TO 2075
IF (NCYCLE ,EQ, I) GO TO 2075
f_ (UX_I (N_) eNE$ Oe_) GO TO _071
IF (UZS! (NS) oEQe 0,0) GO TO ?072




2072 [_ ([NO ,EO, O) GO TO 2075
IF (IZ#O oNE, O) GO TO 2075
J7QO = JZ_m+1
|_ (JZ_O ,LT, 2) GO TO _O rb
C_ TO 91_ m
_0_ r_NTINU=
C
C _N0 K L00o
C
2080 CONTINU_
_I_0 L_TN = N
GETPOS
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EXTPOS
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$1BFTC EXTPOS L IST,REF




2-D LAGRANGIAN -- COMPUTES VELOCITY AND POSITION OF A BOUNDARY MESH
_OUIVALFNCE (I_PACE(g),NI_)
LIXSI (NS) = U×_(NS) + O._AX_DSUM
UTSItN_) = UZS(NS) + 0.5_AT_DSUM
_=M D 1 = U=O
I_ (NID .GT. O) TEMPI = I.OE+IO
I_ (ABS(UXSI(NS) .LT. TEMPI ) UXSI (NS)=O.O
I _ (ABS(UZSI (NS)) .LT. UEP) UZSI (NS)=O.O
XSI (NS} = XS(NS) + UXSI (NS}_DELTA
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$1BFTC AINTRI LIST,REF
SUBROUTINE AINTR













AIN2 = 0eS*((X12-X10)*(Z21-Z10) -
AIN3 = 0o5*((X21-X10)*(Z22-ZI0) -
AIN4 = O,5*((X22-XIO)*(ZII-ZIO) -
TEMPI = AIN!*RHO(N) + AIN2*RHO(N2)
TEMP2 = O,25*(ALF-I,O)
































TEMm5 = RHO(N )*(0,33333333*(X10+X11+XI2))WWNW
TEMP6 = RH0(N2)*(0,33333333*(X10+X12+X21 ))**NW
TEMP? = RH0(N3)*(0e33333333*(X10+X21+X22))**NW
TEMPS = RHO(N4)*(0.33333333*(X10+X22+X11))**NW
TEMP3 = TEMP2*((TXX(N)-TYY(N))/TEMP5 + (TXX(N2)-TYY(N2))/TEMP6 +
1 (TXX(N3)-TYY(N3))/TEMP? + (TXX(N4)-TYY(N4))/TEMP8)
TEM#4 = TEMP2*(TXZ(N)/TEMP5 + ixZ(N2)/iLNP@ + iXL(N3)/IENP7 + TXZ(AINT
INA)/TEMPS) AINT
AZ = -(TXZ(N)*(ZII-ZI2) + TXZ(N2)*(ZI2-Z21 } + TXZ(N3)*(Z21-Z22) + AINT
]TXZ(N4)*(Z22-ZII))/TEMP! + (TZZ(N)*(XII-XI2) + TZZ(N2)*(XI2-X21) +AINT
2TZZ(N3)_(X2]-X22) + TZZ(N4)*(X22-XlI ) )/TEMPI + TEMP4 AINT
AX = -(TXX(N)*(ZI]-Z12) + TXX(N2)*(ZI2-Z21) + TXX(N3)*(Z21-Z22) + AINT
ITXX(N4)*(Z22-ZIt))/TEM#I + (TXZ(N)*(XII-XI2) + TXZ(N2)*(XI2-X21 ) +AINT













































C 2-D LAGRANGIAN -- COMPUTES THE ACCELERATION OF A CORNER MESH
C LL = ! - Z FREE* X FREE
C = 2 - Z FREE* X FIXED
C = 3 - Z FIXED* X FREE









IF (LL oLT, 4) GO TO 150
120 AZ = 0-0
AX : OoO
GO TO 290
150 TEMPI = AINI*RHO(N)




200 AZ = (-TXZ(N)*TEMP4 + TZZ(N)*TEMP3)/TEMP! + TEMP2*TXZ(N)
AX = (-TXX(N)*TEMP4 + TXZ(N)*TEMP3)/TEMP! + TEMP2_(TXX(N)-TYY(N))
GO TO 290
210 IF (IALF ,LT. 2) GO TO 260
WHEN CYLINDRICAL SYMMETRY IS REQUESTED, A FIXED BOUNDARY MAY ONLY
BE AT 0,0 OR 90,0 DEGo
GO TO (200i242i244*!_0}iLL
242 I_ (J ,GT, 1 ) GO TO 243
TEMP9 = PSIL(K}
GO TO 250
243 TEMP9 = PSIU(K)
GO TO 250
244 I_ (I oGT* I ) GO TO 245
TEMP9 = PHIL(K}
GO TO 250
245 TEMP9 = PHIR(K)
250 IF (TEMP9 ,GT, 0,?854) GO TO 255
SIN8 = 000
COS_ = 1 ,0
AZ = 0,0
AX = (--TXX(N)_TEMP4 + TXZ(N)*TEMP3)/TEMP| +
|Y(N))
GO TO 290















260 GO TO (200,262t270,120), LL
262 IF (J ,GT, I) GO TO 266
TEMP9 = PSIL(K)+],5707963
GO TO 2?2
266 TEMP9 = PSIU(K)+l,5707963
GO TO 2?2
2?0 IF (I .GT, 19 GO TO 271
TEMP9 = PHIL(K)
GO TO 2?2
271 TEMPg = PHIR(K)
_72 COSB = COS(TEMPg)
IF (A_S(COSB) eGTe ONE) COSB = SIGN( 1.O,COSB)
IF (ABS(COSB) eLT, Z_O) COSR = OeO
COSB2 = CO_B**2
SINB = SIN(TEMD9)
IF (ABS(SINB) ,GT, ONE) SINB = SIGN( 1,OoSINB)
SINB2 = SINB_*2




TEMP4 = (XII-XI2)_COSB + (ZII-Z12)*SINB
TEMP3 = (XII-XI2)_SINB - (ZII-ZI2)_COSB
GO TO (200,284,286iI20),LL





286 AW = (-TIJNiTEMP4 + TJJN_TEMP3)/TEMP!


















2-D LAGRANGIAN -- COMPUTES THE ACCELERATION OF A BOUNDARY MESH
LL = I - DENOTES FREE BOUNDRY
= 2 - DENOTES FIXED BOUNDRY
L : 1 - PARALLEL TO Z'AXIS









TEMPI = AINI*RHO(N) + AIN2*RHO(N2)






TEMP? = lo0/(RHO(N )_(0e33333333_(XI0+X|l+X12))_NW)
TEMP8 : lo0/(RH0(N2)*(0o3333333_*(X10+X22+X21))**NW)
GO TO (_00,_40),LL
_00 AZ : -((TXZ(N)*TEMP4 + TXZ(N_)*TEMP6)/TEMPI ) + ((TZZ(N)_TEMP3 + TZ
IZ(N2)*TEMP5)/TEMP1) + TEMP2*(TXZ(N)*TEMP7 + TXZ(N_)*TEM_B)
AX = -((TXX(N)_TEMP4 + TXX(N2)*TEMP6)/TEMP1 ) + ((TXZ(N)_TEMP3 + TX
IZ(N2)*TEMPS)/TEMP1 ) + TEMP2_((TXX(N)-TYY(N))*TEMP? + (TXX(N2)-TYY(
2N2))_TEMPB)
GO TO 3_0
240 IF (IALF ,LT, 2) GO TO 260
WHEN CYLINDRICAL SYMMETRY IS REQUESTED, A FIXED BOUNDARY MAY ONLY
BE AT 0,0 OR 90,0 DEG,
GO TO (244,242),L
242 IF (J oGT, I) GO TO 243
TEMP9 = PSIL(K)
GO TO 250
243 TEMP9 : PSIU(K)
GO TO 250
244 IF (I eGTo 1 ) GO TO _45
TEMP9 = PHIL(K)
GO TO 2_0
_4S TE_Pg = OHIR(K)
_50 IF (TEMP9 _GT. 0_7854) GO TO _55
AZ : 0,0
AX : -(((TXX(N)-TXX(N2))*TEMP4)/TEMPl ) + ((TXZ(N)*TEMP3 + TXZ(N2)*
1TEMPS)/TEMPl) + TEMP_((TXX(N)-TYY(N) )_TEMP? + (TXX(N2)-TYY(N_
_))*TE_P8)
GO TO 350






























I_ (ABS(COSB) ,GT, ONE) COSB = SIGN( 1,0,COSB)
IF (ABS(COS8) ,LT, Z_O) COSB = 0,0
COSB2 = COSB**2
SINB = SIN(TEMP9)
IF (ABS(SINB) ,LT, ZRO) SINB = 0,0
















= (Xll-X12)*COSB + (ZII-Z12)*SINB
= (X21-X22)wCOS8 + (Z21-Z22)*SINB
= (XII-X12)*SINB - (Zll-Zla)*COSB





AW = -((TIJN_TEMP4 + TIJN2*TEMP6)/TEMPl ) + ((TJJN_TEMP3 + TJJN2_
TEMOS)/TEMml )
GO TO 330





AZ = AW _SINB
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2-D LAGRANGIAN -- COMPUTES THE ACCELERATION OF A MESH AT THE BOUNDARY
OF TWO PLATES OF UNEQUAL LENGTH, THAT IS, THEY FORM
AN ANGLE,
LL = I - DENOTES FREE BOUNDARY
= 2 - DENOTES FIXED BOUNDARY
EQUIVALENCE (ISPACE(I),N3)
GO TO (120,320),LL
120 AINI = O,5*((XII-XIO)*(ZI2-ZI_) - (ZII-ZIO)*(XI2-X]O))
AIN2 = O,5*((XI2-XlO)*(Z21-ZIO) - (ZI2-ZIO)*(X21-XIO))
AIN3 = O,5*((X21-X10)*(Z22-ZIO) - (Z21-Z10)*(X22-XIO))
TEMPI = AINI*RHO(NI) + AIN2*RHO(N2) + AIN3*RHO(N3)
TEMP2 = O,33333333*(ALF-I,O)






















TEMP3 = TEMP2*((TXX(N1)-TYY(N1) )/TEMPS + (TXX(N2)-TYY(N2))/TEMP6 +AANG 220
1 (TXX(N3)-TVY(N3))/TEMPT) AANG 230
TEMP4 : TEMP2*(TXZ(N1 )/TEMP5 + TXZ(N2)/TEMP6 + TXZ(N3)/TEMPT) AANG 240
250 AX = -(TXX(N1)*(ZI1-Z12) + TXX(N2)*(Z12-Z21) + TXX(N3)*(Z2]-Z22) )/AANG 250
1TEMP! + (TXZ(N1)*(Xll-X12) + TXZ(N2)*(X12-X21) + TXZ(N3)*(X21-X22)AANG 260
2)/TEMPl ÷ TEMP3 AANG 270
AZ = -(TXZ(N1)*(Zll-Z12) + TXZ(N2)*(ZI2-Z21) + TXZ(N3)*(Z21-Z22))/AANG 280
1TEMP1 + (TZZ(N1)*(Xll-X12) + TZZ(N2)*(X12-X21) + TZZ(N3)*(X21-X22)AANG 290
2)/TEMPl + TEMP4 AANG 300
GO TO 340 AANG 310
3_0 AX : 0,0 AANG 320
AZ = 0,0 AANG 330



















IF (I ,GT, IMX) GO TO 820
IF (I oLT, IMX) GO TO 100
XI | : X._ (N._)
ZI I : ZS(NS)
NW -- NS + I
×1 3 : X_(NW)
7.13 : ZS(NW)
100 XQT = 0,25*(X11+X13+X12+X10)
ZRT = 0,25*(Zll+Z13+Z!2+Z10)
TEMPl0 = ZII-ZIO
IF (TEMPl0 ,NE, 0,0) GO TO 120
TN_T = SIGN(Io0E+8, (-(XlI-Xl0)))
GO TO 130
|_0 _N#T = -(Xl I-X]0)/TEMPl0
130 I_ (lENT ,NE, O) GO TO l?O













TNP -- 4-1 o0
170 CALL FDLPTS
IF (NONE ,EO, 1) GO TO 350
THE PROPER POINTS COULD NOT BE FOUND,
IF (IM(KM) oGT, O) GO TO 180
KM2 = JM(KM)--I
NW = 0
DO I75 L=I qKM2
17_ NW = NW + IMI(L)
IML = IMI(KMP+I)
GO TO 190
180 NW = IM(KM)_(JM(KM)--I ) + 1
IML = IM(KM)
1o0 IF (KM .LE. 1) GO TO 210
KM2 = KM-I
DO 200 L=I,KM2
200 NW = NW + IM(L)*JM(L)


















IF (N eGE= NLST(KM)) GO TO 320
DS = SO#T((XS(NS-I)-XIO
#S = SORT( (XlO-Xll )_2 + (ZIO-ZII
TEMPl = DS/PS



















3_0 T×XSE = 0,0
T×ZSE = 0,0
GO TO 620
POINTS WERE FOUND ON EITHER SIDE OF ZONE N,
3_0 NS_ = NL
ISS = NH(NSS4KM)





380 NS# = NL-I
IS# = NH(NSP*KM)
D# = SQ_T( (XSD-XH(NS_K_))_2 + (ZSD-ZH(NSR_KM))_2)
OS = SQ#T( (XSD-XH(NSStKM))_2 + (ZSD-ZH(NSS_KM))_2)
_S = SQ_T( (XH(NSRtKM)-XH(NSSIKM))_2 + (ZH(NS_*KM)-ZH(NSS,KM))_2)
4_0 IF (I ,GT, I 7 GO TO 550
TXXSD : (TXX(ISR)_OS + TXX(ISS)*DR)/RS
TZZSD : (TZZ(ISR)*DS + TZZ(ISS)_D#)/RS
TXZSD = (TXZ(IS_)_DS + TXZ(ISS)_DR)/_S
ZMS = ZM(ISS)
470 LL = I
IF (NBZL(K) ,EQ, I) GO TO 500
LL = 3
TEMPlO = PHIL(K)




A.INI = O,5_((XII-XIO)_(ZI2-ZIO) - (ZII-ZlO)_(XI2-XIO))
CALL ACRNR
TEMP4 = (XIO-XII)_COSB + (ZIO-ZII)_SINB
TEMP3 = (XIO-XII)_SINB - (ZIO-ZII)_COSB
AW = AZ/SINB








590 TXXSE = (TXX(ISR)_DS + TXX(ISS)*DR)/RS
C-53
AIFACE






TZZSE : (TZZ( ISR)*DS + TZZ( ISS)*DR}/RS











NW : NS-IM(K-I )-2+I
ZA : 72_.
IF(ABS((XI0-XS(NW) )/X10) oGTo le0E-4) GO TO ?00
7MS : ZM(ISR)
GO TO "7_0
"700 ZMS : O,_*(ZM(ISR)+ZM(ISS))
750 AIN2 = 0,5*((X2]-XIO)*(Z22-ZIO) - (Z21-ZIO)*(X22-XIO))
AINI = OoS*((XII-XlO)*(ZI2-ZIO) - (Z11-ZIO)'W'(XI2-X]O))
CALL ABNDRY
AX = AX - ( (TXXSD*(Z22-ZIO)+TXXSE*(ZIO-ZI I ))/TEMPl ) + ( (TXZSD*(X2
12-XlO)+TXZSE*(XIO-XI I ))/TEMPI }
AZ -- AZ - ( (TXZSD-*(Z22-ZIO)+TXZSE*(ZIO-ZI I ))/TEMPl ) + ( (TZZSD-W'(X2
I2-XlO )+TZZSE*(XIO-Xl I ) )/TEMPI )
GO TO 9g0
8_?_0 )<10 = ×_(N._)
ZIO = ZS(N._)
NW : NS+I
XI 1 : XS(NW)
Zll : ZS(NW)








IF (NF3Z_(K) eEQo 1) GO TO 940
LL =
TEM;Olr) = PHIl(K)
940 AINI = O,5*((XI1-X10)*(ZI2-Z10) - (ZII-ZIO)*(X12-X10))
CALL ACRNR
TEMP4 = (X12-X10)*COSB + (ZI2-ZIO)*SINB
TEMP3 = (XI2-X10)*SINB - (ZI2-ZIO)*COSB
AW = AZ/SINB






990 IF (LL ,NE, 3) GO TO 1000
SINAP = SIN(TEMPiO-I,SV07963)
GO TO 1060
I000 TEMP4 = XQ-XA
TEMPS = ZQ-ZA
IF (ABS(TEMPS/TEMP4) ,GEo 1,0E-4) GO TO 1040
IO_O SINAP = OeO
GO TO 1060
1040 TEMP6 = SO_T(TEMP4_2 + TEMPS_2)
SINAP = TEMPS/TEMP6
1060 COSAP : SQ_Tfl,O - SINAP_2)
AXW = AX_COSAP + AZ_SINAP
AZW = ZM(N)/(ZM(N)+ZMS)_(-AX_SINAP + AZ_COSAP)
AX = AXW_COSAP - AZW_SINA#
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2-D LAGRANGIAN -- DETERMINES THE TANGENT OF THE LINE THROUGH MESH N,
EQUIVALENCE (ISPACE(4},NS#)
IF (I ,,GT, IMX) GO TO 1940
AINt = A(N) - O,,5*((XI3-XII)*(Z10-Z11 ) - (ZI3-Z11)*(XIO-XlI)}
I_" (I ,GT, 1) GO TO 1750
WE ARE AT THE UPPER LEFT CORNER ZONE OF PLATE K,
XI 1 = XIO
711 : 7-10
XI 2 : X13
7_1 2 = Z13
I_" (NBZL(K) ,,EO, 1 ) GO TO 1670
LL -- 3
GO TO 1680
167_ LL = 1
1680 CALL ACQNP
"rEMml = XI (N)
TEM#2 = ZI (N)
CALL GTTN
1700 Xl I = X(N+I )




WE ARE ALONG THE UPPER BOUNDARY OF PLATE K,
17'=;0 Xl I = X10
ZI I = ZI 0





X_2 = XI I




AIN_ = A(N_) - O,S*((X22-X(N2))*(Z21-Z(N2)) - (Z22-Z(N2))*(X21-X(N
I?_) ))
CALL ABNORY
TEMPl = XI (N)
T_TMP2 = Zl (N)
CALL GTTN
GO TO 1700









)<l I = )<._(NS-I )
711 = 7_(N_-! )
X] 2 = ×! r)
712 = Z10










0,5" ( (Xl 2-X(N) )* (ZI 1-Z (N)) -
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2-D LAGRANGIAN -- COMPUTES TANGENT OF MESH BOUNDARIES AT INTERFACE
EQUIVALENCE (UXM,SPACE(5)), (UZM,SPACE(6))
COSAB = SQRT(I,O-SNA_(NS)**2)
AIN = AX*COSAB + AZ*SNAB(NS)
TEMP8 = UXM + 0,5*AIN*DSUM*COSAB
TEMm9 = UZM + O,5*AIN*DSUM*SNAB(NS)
IF (ABS(TEMP8 ) ,LT, UEm) TEMPS =O,O
IV (ABS(TEMP9 ) ,LT, UEP) TEMP9 =0,0
XT = XS(NS) + TEMP8 *DELTA
ZT : ZS(NS) + TEMP9 *DELTA
TN(NS) = ATAN2(ZT-TEMP2,XT-TEMPl )
220 IF ((I ,GT, t) ,AND, (I oLE, IMX) } GO TO 400
IF (I ,GT, 1) GO TO 300
TEMP9 = PHIL(K)
IF (TN(NSI,GT, TEMPg) GO TO 320
GO TO 400
_mO T_MD9 = _HIP(K)
IF (TN(NS),GT, TEMPg) GO TO 400
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IF" CIN_(L) ,GT, O) GO TO 120
JMM = JM (L)
IMM = IMI (JMM)
l_O T_'MPIt3 = XH(NLoL)-X#T
"rEMP9 = ZH(NL,L)-ZRT
IF (TEMDIO ,NEo 0,0) GO TO 130
"rNR = SIGN(I,OE+8, TEMP9)
GO TO I AO
130 TNR = TEMPg/TEMPlO
140 IF (ABS(TNRT) oGEo Io0E+4) GO TO 190
I_" (ABS(TND) ,GEo lo0E+4) GO TO 170
TEMP8 = T_WRT-TNR
TNI_ = TEMPS /(1 *0 + TNRT')('TNR)
IF (ARS( TN_ ) =LTo l o0E-4.) GO TO 220
GO TO 2_0
]-tO _NR = -Ier)/TNRT
GO TO _"4C)
lgO I_" (ASS(TNR) oGE, to0E+4) GO TO 220
"rN# = +1 ,0/TNI_
nO TO 230




230 IF" ((TNR*TNP) oLE, 0,0) GO TO 320
_.70 "elNIC_ = TNc_
NL = NL -I- I
I_" (NL oLE, IMM) GO TO 120
NL = I MM
NONE = __
GO TO 380
3__0 I_" (NL oLEo I ) GO TO 350
TEMPl = (ZH(NL-I,L)-ZH(NL,L))/(XH(NL-I,pL)-XH(NL'PL))




3.':10 TF'MD2 = TNRT - TEMI_I
XSD ; (ZH(NL-1 _L}-ZRT+TNI_T_X I_T-TEMpI"W'XH(NL-10L) )/TEMP2
ZSD = (TNI_T_'(ZH(NL-1 _L)-TEMP1_'(XH(NL-| _L)-X_T) )-TEMP]-I('ZI:_T)/TEMP2
350 I ENT = I


























IF (IENT .NEo O) GO TO I170





IF (IM(L) .GT. O) GO TO 980
NW = JM(L)
r)o qTr) LL=I,N_
970 NL = NL-I-IN_I (LL)
_0 TO 9Qn
980 NL = NL + IM(L)_'JM(L)
qg0 CONTINUE
XQT = X1 (NL)
Z_T -- ZI (NL)
UXRT = UXI (NL)
UZRT = UZI (NL)
N_"N - NL-I
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I_ (NONE ,EO. 1) GO TO 1150




A PAIR OF POINTS WERE FOUND. IF THIS WAS THE FIRST PAIR, SET FLAG,
1160 IF" (NFRST(K) ,GT. O) GO TO 1170
NFRST(K) = NL-I
I_" (NL-I ,LT, NFN+I ) NFRST(K) = NFN+I
1170 )<12 -- XSl (NS)
Z12 = ZS1 (NR)
XI2M = XS(NS)
712M = 7_(N£)
g)<l 2 = tJX ml (NO')
NI = NL
NS = NS + I
rmNTINUE mcARCH FOR DO!NT_ ON FACH S!DE OF N+I , IF NO POINT_ _OIIN_,
SET FLAG,
"rNNS = TN(N% )
×W = ×1 (N+I)
_7W = Z1 (N+I)
I_" (N+I .L#", N_"N) GO TO 1_20_
X!e = "X£I (N_R)
] 2_0 CALL. F'DUPTS
I# (NON_- .10. I ) GO TO 1250
N%LST(K) = NS
WRITE (6,1240} K,I,J,N,NS,NL,LK, IJK,NFN,TN(NS),TNR,XRT,ZRT,XW,ZW
1240 FORMAT (IHO,45HCAUTION - INTERFACE POINT OUTSIDE UPPER PLATE /IH0o
l 916 / IHO,6EI6,8 )
1250 X13 = XS1 (NS)
713 = ZC_l (N_)
_13r,1 : ×£(N_)
ZI 3M : ZS(NS)
UXI"_ : UX_I (NS)
L;713 : tJZ_l (N_)
N_ = NL
N_ = NS-I
Im- (I .LT. IMX) GO TO 1280
C-61
CMPTIF










WE ARE AT THE LAST ZONE IN THE PLATE,
AND SET A FLAG
NL.ST(i<) = IM_
NIA/ = N%Q
X11 = X_I (NW)
71 1 = ZSI (NW)
XI IM = XS(NW)
Zl IM = ZS(NW)
U×I I = UXSI (NW)
U711 = UZ._I (NW)
NS = NS+I




AII : 0,5.((XI1-XIO)*(Z12-ZIO) - (Zli-ZIO)*(X12-XIO))
IF (N1 ,LE, N_'N+IM(K+I ) ) GO TO 1290
XINT = (XlO+Xt2+X13)/3,0
A1 (N) = C),_-W-((XI3-XIO).W-(ZI_-ZiO) - (ZI3-ZIO)*(XI2-XIO))
I_r)EN = AI (N)-W-XINT*'W-(IALF-I)
GO TO 1470
XINT = (X]0+X12+X! (N1) )/3,0
AIN = 0oS*((XI(NI)-XI0)*(Z12-Z10) - (Zl(N1)-Z10)*(X12-X10))
IF (XINT ,NE, 0,0) GO TO 1310
I_r_EN = _,0
GO TO 1320
1310 _r)EN = AIN -w-×INT-W-*( IALF'-I )
137C) A1 (N)= AIN
N_ = N_-I
IF (N3-NI) 14"70,1430,13-_.0
13_0 N3 = N3-I
r)o 1420 N4=N1 ,N3
XINT = (X10+X1 (N4)+XI (N4+1) )/3,0
AIN = 0,5_((X1(N4+l)-X10)_(ZI(N4)-Z101
1XI O) )
RDEN = RDEN + AIN *XINT**( IALF-I )
AI (N) = AI (N) + AIN
14__0 CONTINUE
14.30 XINT = (XIO+XI (N5-I)+X13)/3,0
AIN -- O,5-}(-((XI3-XIO)*(ZI(NS-I )-ZIO) -
_DEN = RDEN + AIN -*XINT**( IALF-I )
AI (N} = A] (N) + AIN
14"70 AINI = AI (N)
XINT = (XI I+XIO+XI3)/3,0
AIN -- O,5*((XII-XIO)*(ZI3-ZIO) -
RDEN = RDEN + AIN *XINT*W(IALF-I )
AI (N) = AI (N) + AIN














C 2-0 LAGRANGIAN -- FIND POINTS ON UPPER BOUNDARY OF INTERFACE








I_0 TEM_|0 = XQT-XW
_MDg = _QT--7_AI
TN_ = ATAN_(TEMPgtTEMP|0)
IF (ABS(TNR-TNNS) ,LT, 1,0E-4} GO TO 220
mEMP? = SIN(TNNS)
TNR = TEMPl0_TEMP? - TEMPg_TEMP8
_0 TO 2_0





I_ (LK ,GT, I) GO TO 400
LK = 2
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GO TO 400
;_-'_0 IF (LK eNE. I ) GO TO 260
L_ = _
"rNl_ ; -1 or_
GO TO PT0
___0 I _" (t'TNI_'TN_) oLEo 000) GO TO 320
"rNl_ = TN_
?-Pr) I_" (IJK ,G_'. :_) GO TO 31.0
"XL_'T = 'KQT
7LF'T = 7I_T
NL = NL + !
XI_T = 'tl (NL
71_T = ZI (NL)
UXI_T = UX1 (NL)
UZQT ; UZ1 (NL)
IF" (NL oLEo NFN+IM(K+I ) ) GO TO 120
NI_I = 1
r)o 3Or) L=I ,1<
IF (IM(L) oGT, O) GO TO 200
N'_ = JMfL)
r)r) ;_80 LL = ! ,N,_
280 N_/ = N%W+IM1 (LL)
NW = NW+l
GO TO 3_0
200 NW = NW+JM(L)+IM(L)+I
.30O CONTINUE
XI_T = X_I (NW)
7DT = 7_I (NW)
UX_T = t.JX_I (NW)
tJTl_T = tJZ_l (NI_!)
IJWC : IJk'-Fl
1 _ NON _" =
_0 TEMP! = (ZLFT-ZI_T)/(XLFT-×I_T)
IF (ABS(TNNS-1 o-_707963) oLEo 0,3E--'l/) GO TO 3o,0
"rNNS = T_N(TNNS)
IF" (ABS(TNNS) oLEo |o0E't-9) GO TO 350
340. TNNS = SIGN(|o0E+9_TNNS)
3_0 "rEMpP. = TNNS - TEMPl
XS1 (NS) = (TLFT-ZW +TNNS_XW-TEMI°I_XLFT)/TEMPP_
ZS1 (NS) = (TNNS*(ZLFT-TEM_I-w-(XLFT-XW))-TEM_I*ZW)/TEMP2
TEMPi = X(_I (NS)-X_(N¢.)
TI='MI3p = Trot (N_)-7_(N¢.)
UX._I (NS) = TEMP|/r)ELTA
UZS! (NS) = TEMI:)2/DELTA
I_" (ASS(UXS! (NS)) oLTo UEm) UXK! (NS)=0oO
I_" (A_S(UZ._! (NS)) oLT, UP.m) UZS! (NS)=0oO
400 TENIP| = X_TIXLFT
TiC'ME)?_ = ZI_T-ZLIB'T
4_0 IF (ABS(TEMP_/TEMP!) oGEo ! $0E-4) GO TO 490
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$1£_TC SDST LIST.RE_
SUBROUTINE SDST
C _-0 LAGRANGIAN -- DETERMINES DEVIATORIC STRESSES
C
C DDD IS DEVIATORIC STI:_ESS FUNCTION
DDD(TEMPI,TEMP2,TEMP3) = (DELTA/ TEMP4
IZ) + TEMP2W(2.0WDZZ+DXX) + TEMP3*(2,0*DXZ))
)*(TEMPI*(2eO*DXX+DZ
T_MP! = _OOTR/3*O









DXX = -(TEMP3_TEMP? - TEMP4_TEMPS)/TEMP2 + FEMPl
DZZ = (TEMPS_TEMP9 - TEMP6_TEMPlO)/TEMP2 +TEMPl
DYY = -(DXX+DZZ)
DXZ : (TEMP3*TEMP9 - TEMP4_TEMPlO - TEMP5_TEMP? + TEMPG_TEMP8)/
I (_,O_TEMP_)
WXZ = (TEMP3_TEMP9 - TENP4_TEMPlO + TEMPS_TENP7 - TENPB_TENP8)/
!hNPi = 0,5_(RHOI (N)+RHOM)/_HOZ(_)-i,0
G = GO(K)*(I,O+TEMPlW(GI (K)+TEMDIW(G2(K)+TEMPI_(G3(K)))))
TEMP2 = DELTA*WXZ
TEMP4 = 2oOWTEMP2_(DTXZ(N)+TEMP3WDXZ)
DETXX = DTXX(N) + 2,0_TENP3_DXX + TEMP4
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DETZZ = DTZZ(N) + 2,O*TEMP3*DZZ - TEMP_
DETXZ = DTXZ(N) + 2,0_TEMP3*DXZ - TEMP2*(DTXX(N)+TEMP3_DXX-DTZZ(N)
1-TEM_3_77)


















5_0 OXXM = OXXl (N)
OZZM = 0Z71 (N)
OXZM = 0×_1 (N)
CALL EVALO
TI='MID4 = QH01 (N)+I_HOM
mEMP] = r)TXX (N } +I')TXXM
TEMI_ = DTZZ(N)+DTZZM
TEMP3 = [')TXT_(N)+DTXZM
DEED = DDD(TEMPl _TEMP2*TEMP3)
TEMPI = QXX1 (N)+QXXM
TEMP2 = QZZ1 (N)+QZZM
TEMP3 = QX'ZI (N)+OXZM
DEQD = DDD(TEMPI ,TENP2,TEMP3)
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DM = -TXX(N)+OTXXM-Q(N)-QXX1 (N)
QM = O(N)
CALL GETCN
IF (NBQ ,GT, O) GO TO 160
IF (RDOTR ,GT, OoO) GO TO 160
OI(N) = 0,0
GO TO 200
160 TEMPl = Oe_@(RHO| (N)+RHOM)











O1 (N) = CZ**2*TEMPl*TEMP2*ROOTR_*2 + CL*TEMPI*CN*RDOTR*SQRT(TEMP2)EVLQ |90
200 TEMP3 = C3*TEMPl*TEMP2_CN
QXXI (N) = TEMP3_DXX
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$1BFTC FOP53 L I ST,t REF"
SUBI:_OUT I NE F"I Nr_P
C
C 2-D LAGRANGIAN -- DETERMINE5 E AND P, ACCORDING TO EoOoS. SELECTEDo
C IF MEQ(KI = 1 - TILLOTSON METALLIC EoOoS,
C = Z - POLYNOMIAL E,OoSo
C = 3 -- OTHER
_OUIVALENCF (SPACE(?) tQM)
IF (MEQ(K) oLEo O) MEQ(K)=!
_EMPl = ETAI-I oO
IF (MEQ(K) oGTo I) GO TO _00
TILLOTSON METALLIC EQUATION OF STATE




I_ (_QR2 ,_Q, 0,01 GO TO 120
SAI = 2oO/D_R2
120 SA2 = -(SAI_E(N)+PM+ QM+QI (N)+ SAI_DED)
SB! = SA(_}_RH01 (N)
_R4 = TEMPl_(CAPA(K) + TEMPI_CAPB(K) )
T_Mp_ = lob/ETA1 - leo
T_MP_ = E×_(-ALPHA(K)_TEM_2_2)
SC3 = CAPA(K)_TEMPI_TEMP3_EXP(-BETA(K)_TEN_2)
I_ (OR_ oNEe OoO) GO TO 230
_t (N) = E(N)
IF (TEMPI oGE, OeO) GO TO 210
IF ((ETA] .GEe _HOS(K)) oANDo (El (N) oLEoEP_S(K) ) ) GO tO _10
SB4 = SC3
?IO Pl = _I (N)_(_RI+SB2/(SB3_EI (N) +leO)) + SB4
G_ TO 4_
_0 I= (SC2 oNWo OoO) GO TO _70
I_ (SC_ .NFo OoO) GO TO 270
_1 (N) = qA_/(_I-_A] )
GO TO 4_0
2?0 IF (TEMm] oLTo OoO) GO TO 360
3?0 _A = _B_(SAI-S_I)
_ = SAl-_Bl+SB3_(SA2-SB4)-S82
G_ TO 40_
















IF (_C ,N_', (-990,)) GO TO _I0
40:3 _'ORMAT (IHO,,32HERROR - ROOTS IMAGINARY, ZONE = ,14)
T _'Nr) =
I_ETU_N
410 E1 (N) = _A
I&" (IND oNEo I ) GO TO 450
IND = 0
I_" (El (N} ,L _', EPQS(K) ) GO TO 320
4_0 ml = mA!-w-_! (N)+SA_'
IF (El (N) ,LT,EEP ) El (N)=O,O
a._O I =. (ABS(PI) ,LT, PEP ) l_I =0,0
GO TO BOO
mOLYNOMIAL EQUATION OF STATE
_ CONTINUE
TEMP2 : FKO(K)_TEMPI_(I,O+TEMPI*(FKI (K)+TEMPI_(FK2(K)+TEMPI_(FK3(K
!)))))
TEMP3 = HO(K)W(I,O+TEMPI_{HI (K)+TEMPI_(H2(K)+TEMPI*(H3(K))) ) )
?n_ _I (N) = (EM + (O,_(TEMP2_CAPF+PM)+OI (N))_DRR2 + DED)/(IoO-O,5_FEM
I_CApF_D_Q_)
D1 '= (T_MP9 + TEMPOral (N) }_CAP_
i_ (El (N) ,LT, EEP) El (N)=O,O
I_ (ABS(P]) ,LT, PEP) PI=O.O
RO0 TEMPl = -(PI+QI (N))
TXXI (N) = TEMPI+DTXX(N)+QX×I (N)
TYYI (N) = TEMPI+DTYY(N)-(OXXI (N)+QZZI (N))
TZZI (N) = TEMPI+OTZZ(N)+QZZI (N)
TXZI (N) = DTXZ(N)+QXZI (N)
COMPUTE PRINCIPAL STRESSES, AND DIRECTION OF STRESSES,
LARGEST POSITIVE VALUE IS COMPARED WITH ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
(UTS) OF MATERIAL, IF THE STRESS EXCEEDS THE UTS, A FRACTURE _ILL
OCCUr,
TEMPl : Oo_*(TXXl (N)+TZZI (N)+SQRT( (TXXI CN)-TZZI (N))**_+(_,O*TXZI (N
TM = AMAXI (TEMPl ,TYYI (N))
I_ (TM ,LT, UTS(K)) GO TO gSO
PHITM = O,_*ATAN2(2IO*TXZI (N)_TXXI (N)-TZZI (N))-57,2957795
9_0 FORMAT (1H_3_HF_ACT(;RE HA_ OCCURRED AT MESH _14, 8_, PLATE _12, 1
1H_ / 11X,IBHVALUE OF STRESS = _E_5,8, 8H D/SQCM, / IlX_IHDIRECTIO
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'_I _JFTC _UAr')2D L I ST
SUBI_OI;TINE OUAD (SA,C_H,SC)
C
C DETERMINES THe" ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION -
C UmON RETURNING, A = THE MOST POSITIVE ROOT






DISC = B_*2 - 4oO.W-A-W-C
I_" (DISC) 50,p TO,IO0
HO SC = -c)Oc), r_
PETURN
"70 SA -- -B/(P,r_-w-A)
DETUQN
I00 IF (C) 1h3,101,,I03
101 r)ISC = OAB_.(B)
GO TO 104
I03 DISC -- DSO_T(r:)ISC)
104 IF (B) 110q130_150
IlO ALPHA = (-B + DISC )/(2,0-_A)
GO TO 1 _0
I30 ALOHA = O_QRT(-C/A)
GO TO !_
I_0 AL_HA = (-B - DISC )/(2,DO-W-A)
160 BETA -- C/(A*ALPHA)
IF" (ALPHA-BETA) 180,21C),240
180 SA = _TA
S ._. -- ALOHA
PETUF._N
210 _A = ALOHA
._B = -SA
RETURN
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CDT
2-D LAGRANGIAN -- DETERMINES MINIMUM DT FROM DT OF EACH MESH
C
CALL GETCN
TEMPI : SORT((ZIO-Z13)**2 + (XIO-XI3)**2)
TEMP2 : SORT((Zll-Z12)**2 + (Xll-XI2)**2)
TEMD3 = AMAXI (TEMPl,TEMP2)
DL = A| (N)/TEMP3
IF (DL ,LE. 0,0) WRITE (6q300) N_DLqAI (N)
300 FORMAT (IHO,IA,2EI6,8)
IF (RDOTR oLE, OoO) GO TO 190
TEMP4 = 2oO*CZ_L*RDOTR
GO TO 2_0
190 TEMP4 = OoO
2_0 TEMPS = DL/SQ_T(CN_2 + TEMP4_2)
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2-D LAGRANGIAN -- DETERMINES SPEED OF SOUND IN MESH
TEMP9 = 0,0
I_ (GO(K) ,EQ, 0.0) GO TO 140
T_MPlO = 1.226
GO TO 1_0
140 TEMPlO = 1,0
l_m CN = CN_fK)
IF (Pl ,LE, 0,0) GO TO ]80
IF (MEQ(K) ,GT, 1 ) G0 TO I?0
IF (ETA] ,GE, RHOS(K)) GO TO ]70
TEMP9 = SQRT(SA(K)*EI (N)*(I,0+SA(K)))
I70 CN = CN + (CNA(K)_(PI*I,OE-12)**CNEXP(K))*I.0E+5
CN = AMAX] (CN,TEMPg)
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C _-_ L_G_NGTAN -- COMp)T_ TOTAL _'NERGY AND ENERGY r)I_.Tg_IRUTION
C XD = TOTAL RADIAL MOMENTUM F2(I)_-_ EACrl CYCLE.
,.r" Zi::) = TO TAL AX I AL ,vIOlv':El_ I U I_'_ F OK r'ACrl L.Y CL.r__
C ZK = TOTAL AXIAL ,<.INE I IC ENE,-<G'T
C XK = TOTAL NADIAL_ _INEI IC ENt-_GY
C T I E = "FOTAI_ I N i E.,xJNAL. =.NE:xG ,
C TE = TO FAL r_._Nr:NbY r'o,-_ r.:_Cm CY',..L.r_
C I DEE - i 0 I AL _t-_PIL::_ I L.AL _ , ,"xEbb W,Jr._t<.
C Tr')EQ = Iu_AL. 5_HE_ICAL VI bCoub bt,-<Eb_ WOrK
R T_FFr) = IuTAL DEVIAiO,-_IC ._,i-_E:_b wg)_r..
C i F")E [.,,H_) = i ,,J [ AL.. i)LV I A i ,g,.-_ z C V J 3C (.)L,.,,3 .'D I H,_LS.'_ Wt..)t,_l<x
r Tr_P I_ -- TOTAL_ _L. ART I C. WC;"_£
P TR,='Q_P) = "TOTAL ='N_Y
P
=-QUI V AL E-'NC E (bPACE(7) _U_)
_MP3 = Oo_(UZIO+UZ11+uZI_+UZI3)
_E = TR + TEMP_+TEMD_+TEMD_
Z_ = ZK + TEMPS




l _ (G e_O, _,_) GO TO 300
?_MP7 =-TFMPI_(CAPY(K)_(SQ_T(O,65556567_BOX)-Oe65555567_CA_y(K) ) )
1/(G_(_HOI (N)+_HOM))
T_EFD = TDEEO + TEMP4
_0_ = T_E_ + T_M_








C _-_ LAG_ANGIAN -- LINK3 _OR IRM 7040 CHAIN
C
7_.7. ( 1577_ )
_L)IVAL_MP= (ZT(1),Nc:V("L =)
Q=WIN r) (.,H_IN TAD_" (TAO_ O)
CALL 0 hm,POn
CHECK EqROR INDICATOR, IEND, AND W_ITE MESSAGE -
=I - CONTINUE COMPUTING AFTE_ OUTPUT
=2 -- PLOT ONLY AND CONF INUE CONIPUTING
=3 - UPDATE RESTART rAPE AND OUFPUT
=4 -- ERROR STOP - STRESS VALUES EXCEED LIMIt
=G - NO_MAL STOP A_TER OUlpLJr
=_ -- E_Oq STOP, PlaINT ©NLY,
GO TO (P0_,21m*13_* 110_13Oq_n0), IEND
120 _O_MAT (1HO,38HE_OR - STreSS LIMIT EXCEEDED AT ZONE ,I4 )
GO TO 20h
_J_OATE QF_TA_T TAPE
I"_ r') _'t_ITE (6,,I/-_ r_ ) NCVCLE
14_ F'OPMAT (IH_,3hH_E_TA_T TA_ = UPDATED AT CYCLE ,,16)
I:)_INT O_JTDtIT,, I_LOT OI_TPI,IT
200 ("/_LL I:)I:)NT
! _ £ALL GpADM
















WRITE (6,120) (TITLE(L),L=I ,12)
120 _-OI_MAT (IHIoP_c)XQI2A6/ )
W_.ITE (6,]AO) NCYCLE,TIME,D_.LTA
140 r--"ORMAT (IHO,6H CYCLE, 5X, 8HTIME-SEC, 6X,I IHDELTA T-SEC /IH , 16,
12E16,_/ )
TEMPI = TDFQ + T,r)EQD
TEMPT = XK + ZK
WRITE (6,153) TIE,TEMP2,TEtXP,ZP,TEMPl,TDEPD
153 FORMAT (IHO935H PER CYCLE ENERGIES - INTERNAL-E_G, 4X$11HKINETIC-
IERG, 6X, 9HTOTAL-ERG, 9X,2OHRADIAL MOM,-G CM/SEC_ IX,19HAXIAL MOM,
2-G CM/SEC /1H ,20X,3E16,8, 4X,2E20,8 /
* IHO,35HACCUMULATED ENERGIES - VISC,ST,-ERG, 4X,
311HPLASTIC-E_G /1H ,20X,2E16,,8 / )
W_ITE (6,1"70)
l'tO FORMAT (IH , 5HPLATE, IX, IHZ* 4X, IHX* 6X*I3HSIGMA X-D/CSQ, 3X,13
IHSIGMA Y-D/CSQ, 3X,pl3HSIGMA Z-D/CSQ, 3X,IaHSIGMA XZ-D/CSQ, 5X,j ?HQ
2-D/CSQ, 9X, 8HRHO-G/CC,P 5X* 13HENEP_GY-ERG/GM / 6X,_3HST,, 2X*3HS
3T,, 5X,I3HX VEL,-CM/SEC, 3X,13HZ VEL,-CM/SEC, 8X,J 4HX-CM,12X, 4HZ-














IF" (IiX .GT, O) GO TO 300
IMX = IMI (J)
IDM -- INIM -- IMX
300 NS = NS+!
DO 470 I=l , IMX
N = N + 1
I_" (LC *L_. LCM) GO TO 380





380 GO TO (390,430)* KJ
C-75
PRNT TR66-85
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390 WRITE (6,410) K,J,I,TXXI (N),TYYI (N)*TZZI (N),TXZi (N),QI (N)*RHOI (N)'
IEI (N),UXI(N),UZI (N),XI (N),ZI (N),QXXl (N)*QZZI (N)*QXZI (N)
410 FORMAT (IHO* IX*I2,15*I5, 3X, 7EI6,8/I7X,VEI6,8)
G_ TO 460
430 WRITE (6,a50) j, I,TXXI(N),TYYI(N)*TZZI(N)*TXZI(N),QI(N)*RHOI(N}'
1F1 (N),UXI(N),UZ1 (N)*XI (N).Z1 (N),QXXI (N) ,OZZ1 (N)'QXZ1 (N)
450 FORMAT (1HO, 3X,I5, I5, 3X. 7E16.8/IVX, 7E16eS)
460 LC = LC + 3
470 CONTINUE





550 GO TO (560,590)* KJ
560 WRITE (6,570) K, J, I,UXS1 (NS),UZS1 (NS),XS1 (NS).ZSI (NS)
570 FORMAT ( IHO, IX,12,15,15,3X, 7E16,8 )
KJ =
GO TO 610
590 WRITE (6,600) J, I.UXS1 (NS).UZS1 (NS),XS1 (NS),ZSI(NS)
600 FORMAT (IHO* 3X,15,15, 3X$ 7E16,8)
610 LC = LC + 2
IF (IDM ,LE° O) GO TO 620




6_0 I _ (J ,NF, JMX) GO TO 770
J = J + 1
DO 750-1=I,IMX





700 GO TO (71_,730), KJ




740 LC = LC + 2
750 CONTINUE
NS = NS + I
GO TO 480



















I_ (NPLOT ,GT, 5) GO TO 300
IF (N_LOT oGT, O) GO TO l_O
CALL G_I
GO TO 300
150 I_LOT = NPLOT
IF (NPLOT ,LTo 5) GO TO 180
IOLOT = 1
180 GO TO (190t210_230,250),IPLOT
190 CALL GRP2 (TXXI, 8HSIGMA X )
GO TO 260
210 CALL GRP2 (TYY1, 8HSIGMA Y )
GO TO 260
230 CALL G#P2 (TZZ1, 8HSIGMA Z )
GO TO 260
250 CALL G#P2 (TXZ1, 8HSIGMA ×Z)
260 IF (NPLOT eLT, 5) GO TO 300
IF (I_LOT ,GEo 4) GO TO 300
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$ I R_'TC Gt_Pl 0 ! L IST.QEF


















DETERMINE RANGE OF VALUES 0 r X AND Z
XMIN = XI (1)
XMAX : XMIN
ZMIN = ZI(I )
7MAX = ZMIN
DO 200 N=2,NMAX
IS (XI (N) ,LT* XMIN) XMIN = Xl (N)
IF (XI (N) eGT, XMAX) XMAX = XI(N)
IF (Zt (N) ,LT, ZMIN) ZMIN = Z1 (N)
IF (ZI (N) ,GT, ZMAX) ZMAX = Z! (N)
200 CONTINUE
DO 260 NS=I .NSMAX
IF (XS1 (NS) .LT* XMIN) XMIN = XS1 (NS)
IF (XSI (NS) .GT. XMAX) XMAX = XS1 (NS)
IF (ZS! (NS) *LT. ZMIN) Z_IN = ZSI (NS)
IF (ZSI (NS) ,GT, ZMAX) ZMAX = ZSI (NS)
260 CONTINUE
SCALE SO THAT Z DOES NOT _XCEED 10 IN.,ORAW AXIS. LABEL
XT(I ) = XMIN
0-78
TR66-85 GRP 1








ZT(I ) = ZMIN
ZT(2) = ZMAX
CALL SCALE (ZT,2,10,O,ZMN,DZZ, I )
ZLNGTH = AINT(ZT(2)+0.99)
XMN = AINT(XT(])/DZZ)
XLNGTH= AINT((XT(2)-XMN )/DZZ+ 0,99)






340 mEN = AMINI (XLNGTH,2,0)
CALL AX2 (O,O,O,O,13H_AOIAL (X)-CM,-13oXLNGTH,
PLN = AMINI (ZLNGTH_2,0)
CALL AX2 (O.OqOeO, 12HAXIAL (Z)-CM4 12,ZLNGTH_ 90,O_ZMNADZZq PLN)
CALL SYMBOL (Oo5olO,040,14,TITLE,O.O, 72)
CALL SYMBOL (0,5, 9,75tOo14,SHTIME=oOeOtS)
T = TIME_I,0E+6
CALL NUMBE_ (1,10_9,75,0,14,T ,0,0, 6)
CALL PMU (2,1B, 9,75,0,!4)
CALL SYMBOL (2.30t 9,75q O. IA_4HSECe_O,Ot 4)
O,O,XMN,DZZ, PLN)




DO 900 K=! ,M
IF (IM(K) ,GT, O) GO TO 440
THIS PLATE IS A DEBRIS CLOUD.
CALL GRP4
GO TO 9_0
FIRST DRAW LINES OF CONSTANT O
440 JMX = JM(K)
DO 580 O=1 ,JMX
NS = NS 4- 1
IMX = IM(K)
IC ='3
DO =;40 I=1 , IMX
N = N + 1
X_LT = (XI (N)-XMN)/DZZ




XPLT = (XSI (NS)-XMN)/DZZ
YPLT = (ZSI (NS)-ZMN)/DZZ
C-79
GRP 1
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CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT, IC)
580 CONTINUE
NOW DRAW LINES OF CONSTANT I
KI --- K-I
IF (KI ,LE, 0) GO TO 630
IF (IM(KI) ,GT, 0) GO TO 620
N! = NNIAXI+N1
GO TO 5.30
520 NI = IM(K1 )w-JNI(K1 )+N1
630 DO "760 l=l , IMX
IC = 3
NS = NS + I
r_c) T_0 J=! ,,JMX
NP_ = N1 + (J-I)*IMX + I
XPLT = (XI (N2)-XMN)/DZZ
YPLT = (Zl (N2)-ZMN)/DZZ
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT, IC)
IC = 2
.Tm_0 CONTINUE
XPLT = (XS! (NS)-XMN)/DZZ
YPLT = (ZSI (NS)-ZMN)/DZZ
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT,p IC)
"760 CONTINUE
IC = .3
N._ --" NS - IM× - JMX
r)0 850 J=I ,JMX
N_ = N2_ + I
XPLT = (XSI (N2)-XMN)/DZZ




NS = N2 + I MX + I
XPLT = (XS! (NS)-XMN)/DZ7
YPLT -- (ZS! (NS)-ZMN)/DZZ
CALL PLOT (XPLT,,YPLT, IC)
qtmh CONT I NU_"
r)o 1000 I=1 ,IMX
NS = NS-I
XPLT = (XSI (NS}-XMN)/OZZ
YPLT = (ZSI (NS)-ZMN)/DZZ
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT,, IC)
I000 CONTINUE
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_IB_TC GP_2E2 LIST,_E_
_L;_OUTIN_ G_ ( SI,LA_L)
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IF (N1 eGTe O) GO TO 130
NI = NMAXI
N? = JM(K)+IMXM+I
130 NLAST = NLAST+NI
NSLAST = NSLAST+N2
DETERMINE RANGE OF VALUES OF X AND Z
XMIN = XI(NSTRT)
XMAX = XMIN
7MIN = ZI (NSTRT)
ZMAX = ZMIN
_#IN = h,h
SMAX = AB£(S] (NSTRT))
nO ?00 N=NSTRT,NLAST
I_ (XI (N) ,LT, XMIN) XMIN = XI (N)
I_ (XI (N) ,GT, XMAX) XMAX = XI (N)
IF (ZI (N) ,LT, ZMIN) ZMIN = ZI (N)
IF (ZI (N) .GT, ZMAX) ZMAX = ZI(N)
I_ (A_S(SI (N)) ,GT, SMAX) SMAX = ABS(SI (N))
_00 CONTINU =
nO 760 htS=NSSTQTtNSLAST
I= (XS] (NS) .LT, XMIN) XMIN = XSI(NS)
IF (XSI (N£) ,GT, XMAX) XMAX = XSI (NS)
I _ (ZS1 (N_) ,LT. ZMIN) ZMIN = ZSI (NS)








SCALE SO THAT X DOES NOT EXCEED 5 IN,,DRAW AXIS, LABEL
CALL SCALE (ST,2, 5eO,SMN,DSS,I)
SLNGTH = AINT(ST(2)+O,99)
CALL SCALE (XT,2, 5eO,XMN,DXX,I )
XLNGTH = AINT(XT(2)+O,99)
_TZ = _XX










ZMN = AINT(ZT(I ))
ZLNGTH = AINT((ZT(2)-ZMN)/DZZ+O,99)
IF (ZLNGTH ,LE, 5,0) GO TO 380
CALL SCALE (ZT42_ 5oO_ZMN_DZZ,I )
7LNGTH = AINT(ZT(2)+O,99)
380 CALL PLOT ( 4,0,YOFFt-3)
CALL AX2 (O,O,OoO,LABL(I), 12,SLNGTH, 90,04SMN_DSS,-2,0)
CALL SYMBOL (O.544o85,0oI44TITLE,O,O, 72)
CALL SYMBOL (0.54 4e604OoI4,SHTIME:40oO,5}
: TIME*],OE+6
CALL NUMBER (I.I044o60,0o14,T ,0o04 6)
CALL PMU (2,180 4o60,0,14)
CALL SYMBOL {2,30, 4,604 O.14,4HSECo,OoO, 4)
THR : 180,O+THETA
CALL AX2 (XLNGTH*CSTH,XLNGTH*SNTH, IH , I,-XLNGTH, THR ,XLNGTH* DXX
I,-OXX, XLNGTH)
CALL SYMBOL ((XLNGTH+2,0)*CSTH,(XLNGTH+2oO)*SNTH, O,14,13HRADIAL (X
1 )--CMoTH_ 4 13)
CALL AX2 ( 0,0, 0o0, IH , I,ZLNGTH,GAMMAiZMN*DZZ*-ZLNGTH)
ISWTCH : 2
_QO N% : NSSV
N = NSV
N1 : NISV
IF ISWTCH = I, PLOT AT CONSTANT Z
IF ISWTCH = 2, PLOT AT CONSTANT X
GO TO (_0,7?0)41SWTCH
_20 JMX = JM(K)




I_ (IMX ,GT, O) GO TO 5BO
IMX = IMI(J)
IMXT = IMXM
5BO DO 640 I=I41MX
N = N+I
T_MPl = XI (N)-XMN
T_MP_ = ZI (N)-_MN
XPLT = (TEMP2_CSGM)/DZZ + (TEMPl_CSTH)/DXX
YPLT .= -(S| (N)-SMN)/DSS + (TEMP2_SNGM)/DZZ + (TEMPI_SNTH)/DXX
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT4 IC)
IC = 2
640 :CONTINUE
IF (K ,LE, M) GO TO 680
6_0 TFMP| = X_I (NS)--XMN
TEMD2 = ZSI (NS)-ZMN
C-83
GRP 2
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XC'L T --- (TF.Mm_'_CSGM)/19ZZ + (TEMPl-X-CSTH)/DXX
ylmLT : (TEMP2")I-SNGM)/DZZ + (TEMPl-It.SNTH)/r)xx
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT, IC)
6 ,.al0 CONT I NUF.
IF (K ,tT, M} GO TO 700
IC = 3
DO 690 I=l , IMX
T_MPl = XSI (NS)-XMN
"rFMp.2- = ZS1 (N.._)-ZMN
XPLT = (TEMP2"_'CSGM)/IDZZ + (TF'MPl'X'CSTH)/DXX
YPLT = (TEMP2"I'I'SNGM)/DZZ + (TEMPl_SNTH)/DXX





700 NS = NS-I-IMXT+I
GO TO 960
7P_O NI = N
IMX = IM(<)
I _" (IMX ,,GT, O) GO TO 740
IMX = IMXM
740 r)O 8_0 l=l , IMX
I_ = 3
JMX = JM (K)
MXT = 0
IF" (NCRVS ,EQ,, 0) GO TO 780
ID0 773 L=I ,,NCQVS
I_ ( I ,F_O, JCRVS(L) ) GO TO 780
773 CONTINUE
GO TO 850
78t_ O0 R40 J=l ,JMX
IMXT = (J-I)*IMX
I_ (INI(K) ,GT, O) GO TO 800
I =" (J ,LE, I ) GO TO 790
M×T = M×"r4-IMI (J-I }
7c)0 IMXT = MXT
8nO N = NI+IMXT+I
IF ( (I ,LE, IMI (J)) ,,OR,,
IC = ."4
GO TO 840
8__0 TEMIml = Xl (N)-XNIN
TEMP2_ = ZI (N)-ZMN
(IM(K) ,NE, 0}) GO TO 820
XPLT = (TEMP2*CSGM)/OZZ + (TEMPI*CSTH)/DXX
YmLT = -(SI (N}-SMN)/DSS + (TEMP2*SNGM)/DZZ + (TEMPI*SNTH)/O×X
CALL PLOT (XPLT,YPLT, IC)
IC =
840 CONTINUF,
IF (K ,LT, M) GO TO 850
L = JMX+I+N_











TEMP2 = ZS1 (L)-ZMN
XPLT : (TEMP2*CSGM)/DZZ + (TEMPl*CSTH)/DXX
YPLT = (TEMP2_SNGM)/DZZ + (TEMPl_SNTH)/DXX
CALL PLOT (XPLT_YPLTq IC)
_0 CONTINUE
IF (K ,LE, M) GO TO g_O
8_0 IC = 3
DO 930 J=l _JMX
NS = NS+!
TEMPI = XS! (NS)-XMN
TEMP2 = ZS1 (N_)-ZMN
XPLT = (TEMP2_CSGM)/DZZ + (TEMP|_CSTH)/DXX
YPLT =








960 CALL SYMBOL((ZLNGTH+O.75)_CSGMt (ZLNGTH+O.?5)*SNGM,O,14,12HAXIAL (Z
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JMX -- JM(K" )
IM X = r)
lOP = 0
DO 600 J=l ,JMX
IMM = IMX
IMX = IMI (J]
Ir)M = -TDI::)




1_0 TMI_ = IMI (J+I)
Ir),D -- IMP--IMX
kl_-,D = Nq
IF (Ir)M ,,GTo O) NSI_ = N_I_-Ir)M
It" = ;3
DO 400 I--I ,IMX
N = _-t.-1
XPLT = (X1 (N)-XMN)/D77_
YPLT = (71 (N)-7MN)/r)77
CALL PLOT (XPLTqYPLTQ IC)
It'= ?
IF (T ,L#'o TMD) GO TO 320







Y_LTW= (ZSI (NS)-ZMN )/DZ_
GO TO 3_0
-3__0 NW = N+IM)<
XPLTW= ()<I (NW)-XMN)/r)ZZ
YI_LTW= (ZI (N',M)-ZMN)/OZZ




ar_ c r')_4TI NU="
)<mLT = ()<_! (NqR)-XMN)/D77
YPLT = (Zeal (NRI_)-ZMN)/DZZ
CALL PLOT (XPLToYPLTtlC)
I= (IDP ,GT, O) GO TO 440




4a0 NW = NW+I
XPLTW -- ()<! (NW)-XMN)/D77
V_LTW = (71, (NW!-7MN}/_Z7




I? (Ir)M ,LE, O) GO TO 600
O0 550 LL:! ,IDM
I,_,!tq _- MIAI-_ I
XC)LT = ()<%1 ('NW)-XMN)/DZZ
YPLT -- (Z_! (NW)-ZMN)/OZZ
CALL mLOT (×PLT,YPLT, IC)
_C_ ChNTI NI) ="
6hO CONTINU_
GRP 4
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SUBROUTINE AX2 - MODIFIED AXIS TO ALLOW AXIS ANNOTATION AT OTHER
THAN 1,0 INCH INCREMENTS, Z IS THE NUMBE_ OF
INCHES BETWEEN AXIS ANNOTATIONS,











CTH = COS (TH)
£TH = SIN (TH)
DY = Z *Z_Y
SIZE = SIZ_ + 0,0001




XA = X -- 0,I * SIG * STH
YA = Y + 0,I * SIG * CTH
CALL PLOT (XA,YA,3)
IC = 2
IF (ZSIG ,LT, 0,0) IC = 3
CALL PLOT (XB,YB, IC)
IC = ?
XC = X_ + CTH * Z
YC = YB + _TH * Z
CALL PLOT (XC,YC,2)
XA = XA + CTH * Z
YA = YA + STH *Z
IF ((SSIG ,LT. 0,0) ,AND, (I ,EQ, N)) GO TO 226
CALL PLOT (XA,YA,2)
2R6 XB = XC
?0 Y8 = vC
_X_ = 0
IF ( SIZE - ABS(WN * Z )) 28, 284271
271 CALL PLOT (XB,YB. 2)
×C = CTH _ SIZE + X
YC = STH _ SIZE + Y
CALL PLOT (XC,YC, 2)
XA = XC - 0,] * SIG * STH
YA = YC + 0,I * SIG * CTH
CALL PLOT (XA,YA, 2)
28 CHAR = ABS (YMIN)
ARSV = ABS (YMIN + WN * DY)
CALL OVEDFL (KOV)
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203 KEXP -- KEXP + 38
GO TO 2O6
P_c)H KEXP = KEXO - 38
296 CHAR = ABS (YMIN/ I0,0 ** KEXP)
ABSV -- ABS (YMIN/(IO,O ** KEXP)+ (WN * DY) /(I0,0 ** KEXP))
13 IF. (ABSV ,GE, CHAR) GO TO 32
ABSV = CHAR
32 DO 35 J = 1 ,40
K = J - l
IF" (ABSV ,LT, (I0,0 ** K)) GO TO 39
3==; CONTINUE
?_6 WRITE (6,37)
37 F.ORMAT (|HO,24HERROR IN SUBROUTINE AXIS)
"_9 IF" (K) 402,391' 41
391 DO 40 J = 1 '40
K = -J
IF (ABSV ,GT, (I0,0 ** K )) GO TO 402
40 CONTINUE
GO TO 36
4C_2 IEXP = K + 1
KM = 5
404 ABSV = AF_SV /(10,0 ** (IEXP - 3))
GO TO 422
41 IF. (K ,LT, 4) GO TO 42
T<M = 4
I F.Xm = K - l
GO TO 404
4? KM = _ - K
IEXm = 0
z4.p_? NSIG = 3
42_3 NT = ABSV
CHA# = NT
.IF" (ARSV ,EQ, CHAR) GO TO 93
NSIG = NSIG + 1
IF. (NSIG ,,LT. KM) GO TO 423
N_IG = KM
93 I EXP = I EXP + KEXP
ADY = DY * 10.0 ** (-IEXP)
ABSV= Y_IIN -w- 10,0 ** (-IEXP) + WN * ADY
XA = XB - (,20 * SIG - ,05) *STH - ,085? * CTH
YA = YB + (,20 -w- SIG - ,05) * CTH - ,085? * STH
N = N + 1
D0 30 I = 1 ,N
IF ( (ZSIG ,LT, 0,0) ,AND, ( I ,EQ, N) ) GO TO 51
IF" (SSIG ,LT, 0,0) GO TO 51
CALL NUMBER (XA,YA,O,I,ASSV,THETA,NSIG)
51 ASSV = ARSV - AOY
SSIG = AeS(SSIG)
XA = XA - CTH _ Z
30 YA = YA - STH * Z
TNC = NAC + 7
XA = X + (SIZE / 2,0 -,06 * TNC)*CTH - (-,07 + SIG *,36)* STH
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CALL SYMBOL (XA*YA,Oel4qBCD,THETA,NAC)
XA = XA +( (TNC -6,0) * 0*12)* CTH
YA : YA +( (TNC -6,0) * 0,12)* STH
IF(IEXP) 61,50,61
61 CALL £YMROL (XA,YA,O,14,TH(XIO
XA = XA + ,48 * CTH -,07 * STH
YA = YA + ,48 * STH +,07 * CTH
I_(IEXP) 65,50,65
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NOW SET ]O GIVE D P SIMULATION
uSED TO REMOVE D P SIMULATInN
ROUTINE FO_ DP INSTRUCTIONS
FXECU'I'_O ON SP MACHIN_,
FLOATING POINT TRAP LIMIT
£_TFP,
_VEqF,
FPT CALL FPf (SILNCE, I j
FEXEM,,EXIT,i IL06,,HNLIO,,FILIO,,SLOIO,,SFHIO,, IOHEF,,
iOHHC,, IOHOC,, IOH_C,,b,SLOC,S,PLOC,S,FBOU
* ENTRY F_OM MAIN PNOGRAM TO SET UPISPECIAL ¢:NTRY FO_ FLOATING DE, F_A_,
CAL FLPTF4P
S L W R




S_T RETURN TO THIS WOUTINE IN
CASE OF FLT-PT T#APS
IGNORE INTERVAL TIMER _ESET T_AP_ CON-
TINuE WITH EXECUI ION,
_ETURN TO CALLING P_OGRAM
* ENTRY FROM FORTRAN PROGRAMS TO SET UP SPECIAL HANDLING OF ;LT-OT TOADS,
MINUS _TA FPTLTm_ S_T NEW LIMIT
M_M LIM S_T LIMIT SW ON
XR4 AXT **,a _TO_E INDEX
_T TRA ** CALL F_T (SILNCE_ I )
* IF SILNCE=,TRUE,= -,TmEN DONT wRIIE OUT MESSAGE Wd_N UNDERFLOW OR
* _,D, TRA_ OCCUr,
* IF I iS * THEN EXECUTE i UPON LEAVING FLPTRP ON OVErFLOw, NO LIMIT
* TO UNOEWFLOwS O_ O.W, I_APs_ CUNTINUE P_OG_AM EXECU[ION,
IF I IS - THEN MAGI I ) = FPTLIM
* IF I IS O THEN ]REAT OVERFL()_S THE SAME AS UNDERFLOW AND DoP, IRADS









M mB I GNOq_
NOLIM MS_ LIM
TPA ×_4
T _A MhL I M
SAVE INDEX 4
1_ 1ST A#GUMENT IS T_UE, THEN
DON--T W_IT_ MESSAGE







SPECIAL ENTRY FOR FLT-PT TRAPS OCCU_ING IN FORTRAN P_OGRAMS,





_l_W O VEP;" •
I _'T F)POPT = 1
T M I F)_'L P T
























_DTLMM /%XT I_PTLI M q4
TNX FPTOUT , 4., I
SXA -w--p, 4




















SAVE CONTENTS OF TRAP CELL
FOR OV_R_, POUTINF
OP INSTRUCTION ON SP MACHINE
I_NO_E THIS TRAP




W_ I T #"
T m"STLM
OVERF,
=0000004000000 WAS TRAm CONDITION OVERFLOW
UNFL NO, MOST BE UNDERFLOW






YES, WRITE COMMENT, TEST LIMIT, CONTINUE
IF SILNCE=.TPUE. DONT WRITE MESSAGE
SET OVERFLOW SW, ON
TXL A,O OR TXH A,O =BRN A =BRANCH TO A IF
THIS CELL ,IS NEGATIVE
WRITE UNDE#FL COMMENT
[_ TME_E A LIMIT
N_
HA_ T_AP LIMIT BEEN REACHED
Y_S. THEN RESTORE TRAPS, CALL FEXEM.
NO, REDUCE COUNTE_
=O00OOORO00000 WAS CONDITION IN AC
MOOR NO, ONLY IN MQ O_ DOUBLE PRECISION
ACMOSW INITIALIZE BY#ASS SW
OVFRF,
=000_001000000 WAS CONDITION IN BOTH AC AND MQ
Y=&
NO, ONLY IN AC, SET BYPASS SW ON
UNOERFL, MAKE AC ALL ZEROS
OV=PFLOW, MAK = AC ALL ON_S
_&TORE AC SIGN
SAVE AC SETTING




































































SAV = MQ SETTING
Q=_TORP AC
AN_ MQ S_TTINGS
WETU_N TO TRAPPED LOCATION +I
IGNORE PRESET EXIT
GO "tO PRESET EXIT SET BY CALL TO FPT
OV_P_,










OVEqrLO_, MAKE AC ALL ONES
_URGE OUTPUT BU_FEq















INDICAI©_S _ROM LAST T_AP
RESTORE XR2
SAVE XR2
FIND NAME OF QOLJTINE IN
_HICH TRAP OCCUqED. NAME
0 _ CALLING _OUTINE AND
CALLING STATEMENT
S.cLOC=O _IHEN CONTROL IS IN
C-95
FPTMOD

































































_IMULAT _ 0 _ HA_WAQ;



















PROTECT ARGUMENTS FROM POSSIBLE
FLOAT PT TRAP WHILE SIMULATING
SACE INDEX IN CASE OF FPT
PICKUm Dm INSTRUCTION
INITIALIZE SWITCH
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CLA Y / CLA Y,I / CLA-_- f / CLA_- Y,I-
_7A %H Y
BRANCH i_- ADDIRr_SS 15 DiF4E_CT
CLA Y / CLA Y_T
CLA_ Y / CLA'_" Y,T




+0303 (()/J SUBTqAC F )
+n301 (i)P ADL))
+()2 34- _F)# M,Ju. T"I _u.Y )
-_AM£ A:_ t)FA;_ wi Tm SiGN CnANGL
(A+B)+(C+D)=B+D+(A+C)LOW+A+C HIG_
_O_M A+C HIGH AND LOW
A+C H I GH
A+C L r)_,I
_0qM _R+C
LnSE MQ LOW nqDEw
A+C LOw
A+C HIGH ANSWER NO!_/ IN AC MQ










































B*C HIGH ORDER 8-C NOT SIGNIFICANT
A*D
ADD IN B*C HIGH
ADD IN A*C LOW
ADD IN A_C HIGH
_RTuPN
(A + B) / (C + D) = QI + Q2
BEGIN DIVIDE SI'MULATION
(A + _) / C = QI + #!
Ol *D
R1 - Ol * O
ADD IN B TO BE DIVIDED
(R1 -: QI * D) / C = Q2 + R2
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The term (pA) appearing in these equations is required at 0, where p and A
are quantities averaged over the meshes 1, 2, 3 and 4. This term is well repre-
sented by the expression
(AP)o : AIlP 1 + AI2P 2 + AI3P 3 + AI4P 4
where AI1 is the area of triangle AOD, AI2 of AOB, AI3 of BOC, and AI4 of COD.
The last term on the right of the momentum equation is written
< txx-px tYY).o = 14 { [(tXX)l-PlXll (tyy)I J + [(txx)2-P2RI2 (tyy)2 ]





_ql ='_ (Xo+ XD +
1
_12 =T (Xo + XA + XB)
_3 --T (Xo+ xB + Xc)
1
_I4 ='3-(Xo + Xc + XD)
Similarly for the second momentum equation
/
+ (txz)3 (z B _ Zc) + (txz)4 (z c - z D) t
J
_tzz 1 [ (tz_1 (xD -'xA) + (tzz)2 (xA -X B)
--Z ro[ l
+ (tzz)3 (XB " XC) + (tzz)4 (Xc - XD) /
!
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TR66-85
and
tzz.___ = I { (t:_Z)l (txz) 3 (txz) 3 + (txz)4
px/o 4 01 _I1 + P2 x/2 + P3 xI3 04 X14
Substituting these finite difference quantities in the momentum equation enables
X Z
us to evaluate the accelerations a and a :
(aX) n n n n n
,:_2;.n n n n_ n (t_¢_)3 (4 X_)+ (txz)_ (x C(t )l(XD-XA) + (t:_)2(XA XB) + - n . x_)
Pl + P2 + P3 + P4
(aZ) 
+
I(tXX) 1 - (tYY)_ ] i (txx)3 - (tYY);I
+
n --n n -n n -n
Pl xI1 02 xI2 P3 xI3
n




n .xz,n n n xz n n n
ZB) + (t )3 (ZB - Zc) + (t )4(Zc-ZD)
A_IO_ + A_2pn2
fl n
zz n n n .zz,n n n .zz,n n
.zz.n n_ x_)+(t )2 +(t )3 - +(t )4 -4 )(t ;I (XD (XA - XB) (XB XC) (Xc
+
4
n n n n n
+ d- +
n -n n -n n --n n --n
O1 xi1 02 xI2 P3 xI3 04 xI4
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